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deal with the events of the year

Mr. Editor:—
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occur.
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As a newspaper, The Son believes In getting all
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threatening manner, to prove what I men- ly Douglass, Pottawatomie,Riley, Dickinthe news of the world promptly, and presenting it
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that
will
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Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle.
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Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,
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E-Mtor and PiMbher.
ties. With one expection the remains have
with the least expenditure of time. The greatest
picnic at Constantine, Mich. I am pre- all been found on the second bottom or
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American newspaper, and enjoys at. income which that he has exlracted more out of my arti- bone implements. In most cases they
lY vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
it is at all times prepared to spend liberally for
cle than it contained. The youthful paswere struck in digging wells, at a depth
1 TAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, the benefitof its readers. People of all conditions
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and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
of life and all ways of thinking buy and road The
and twine; 8th street.
Sun; and they all derive satisfactionof some sort quite a pilch, because he is so remarkably surface. In view of the fact that there is
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
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from Its columns,fur they keep on buying and earnest in the defense of the Classis of ot more than one well to the square mile
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Urst insertion, and 25 cents for each sabseMichigan, of which he is one of the in the counties named, aud the area of a
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Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
only where human remains are buried.
lines, $2.00 per annum,
0081, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance purchaser with two cents. It hates injusticeand I must take notice of the following stateWhether the race existed before the
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col- rascnllity even more than It hates unneccessary
Notices of Births. Marriages, and Deaths pubwords. It abhors frauds, pities fools, and deplores ment made in the fore part of his article,
ectlons made In Holland and vicinity.
lished whitout charge for subscribers.
glacial
epoch or immediatelyafter it is too
nincompoops of every species. It will continue
An I before the Subscriber'sname will donote
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All honest men, with honest convictions, whether
Van Landegend’sBlock.
sound or mistaken, are its friends. And The Sun body of ministersand elders unwarrantfar* All advertising bills collectablequarterly.
glacial epoch and prior to the deposition
makes no bones of telling the truth to Its friends
Physicians.
and about its friends whenever occasion urhes for ably presumptuous;coming as it does of the Loess. In calling upon the local
A SH, II. L., Surgeon,Physicianand Accottch- plain speaking.
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Accoucheur.Office, Van Putteu’s Drugstore, of ever citizenwho delsresto preserve the Govern- will promote his capacity as minister of
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Leave
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they were driven by the indignation of the people.
Wifi they succeed? The coming year will bring
the answersto these momentous questions.The
Sun will he on hand to chronicle the facts as they
are developed,and to exhibit them clearly anil
fearlesslyin their relations to expediencyand
right.
Thus, with a habit of philosophical good humor
in looking at the minor affairs of life,and in great
things n steadfast purpose to maintain the rights of
the people and the principles of the Constitution
against all aggressors. The Sun Is prepared to
Watches and Jewelry.
write a tratbful, instructive,and ut the same time
TOSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, entertanlng history of 18>0.
*) and dealers In Fancy Goods; Comer of Mar- Our rates of subscription remain unchanged.
For the Daily Sun, a four-page sheet of twentyket aud Eighth Street.
eight columns,the price by mail, post-paid, is
cents a mounth, or 16.50 a year; or. including
the Sunday paper, an eight-page sheet of fifty-six
columns,'the price Is
cents a month, or
t7.TO a year, postage paid.
The Sunday edition of The Sun ts also furnishI. 0. of 0- F.
ed separtely at il.20 a year, postage paid.
Tlie price of tne Weekly Sun, eight pages, flftvHoi.LANnCltyLodge, No. 1!12. IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, bolds its regular meetings at Odd six columns,is fl a year, postage paid. For clubs
Fellow’s Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening of ten sending$10 wo will send an extra copy
Address
of each week
I. W. ENGLAND.
Visiting brothers arecordially invited.
44-6 Publisher of The Sun, New York City.
II. Danorbmond,N. G.
R. A. Scholtkn, R. 8.

• Mixed trains,
Saddlers.
t Daily except Sunday and Monday.
IfAUPELL,
11., Manufacturerof and dealer in
{ Daily except Saturday.
Harness, Trunks, Saddles aud Whips;
I Mondays only.
Eighth street.
All other trains daily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
_
Tobacci and Cigars.
ime which is 20 minutes later thau Columbus
time.
rpE ROLLER. G. J., Generaldealer In Tobacco,
Cigars, Snutl, Pipes, etc.'; Eighth street.
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FRED. H. MAY, itanajer.
Leavenworth.Oen'l Freight Aejent.
W. BAUMGARTEL, Agent,

Holland, Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with G. K. &
It. K. and L.
M. S. for Plainwell, Kalamar.oo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, &c., Ac.

Attonieyi.

fJOWAHD.M. I)., Claim Agent,

Attorney aud

ll

Notary Public; River street.

Yf

BRIDE. P. II., Attorneyand Counselor at
Law, and Proctor In Admiralty. No. 11

C

I'l

River street.
7)

A

ARKS, W. H.

Attorney and Councelor at Law,
i lghth streets.

comer of River and

ri^EN EYCK,

J.,

Attorneyat Law and Collecting

A Agent. UlHcoiii Kenyon A Van Pullen's bank
Eighth street.
Barben.

Hotel.

55

65

free.

KANSAS.

F. & A. M.
A Rkgular Communication of Unity

fearing man rather than

God.”

*

Cleveland, November 1,

made no such insinuations,and ns proof

1878.

Editor* ‘‘ WacMer am Erie," Cleveland, Ohio.
thereof refer the readers to the Qrondicet

But what I have

of December 23d, ult.
said

this:

is

“1

consider it a privilege,

that all the Classes of the West arc united

masonry, except

in their testimony against

the Classis of Michigan, which is
That they do not mauifest
to that

Gentleman:— Allow me, as an old
reader of your valued journal, herewith to
send you a

few

in your next
truth, and

lines,

which please insert

issue. I will vouch for their

know

that by their publication

silent.
a great deal of

a spirit similar

of the other Classes on this point,

good

will be

accomplished.

Having been a reader of your paper for

many years, I hope you will kindly grant
my request.
since masonry is allowed there, ” etc.
For twelve years I had suffered,from
Thus the sayings of Rev. Van Pelt differ
time to time, terribly with Rheumatism,
considerably from mine. I have said, and
to such an extent that I was unable to
I repeat It, ‘‘ it is to be regretted that the
move about, and lost the use of my limbs.
Classis of Michigan does not manifest the
I tried everything recommendedto effect
same spirit.” And thereupon to assert
a cure, consulted some of the most promithat I have acted presumptuously,slyly
nent physicians, and expended large sums
is

to be regretted; but it is very difficult,

|

at

Maine.

FOR SALE.

It.
•

I wish to call the attention of the public tit large, anti my paiieuts in particular,
CjamisthaUerchant.
to the (act that I have removed my ottice
from tlie drug-store of Dr. R. A. Schouten
1 > EACH BRO'S, CommissionMerchants, and
to
the rooms formerlyoccupied by Dr.
dealers in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Ofllce In Brick Gee, in Venuema’s building, on Eighth
store cor. Eighth A rlsh streets,Holland, Mich. 17 street. A slate hangs on the door, upou
which orders can be written during my
Dentlit.
nbeence from the office. Orders cau also
/i EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand be left at my residence, or at the latexesVJ olHce No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the itfenceof my father. All orders will be
First Reformed Ohurch.
promptly attended lo.
•F. S. LEDEBOER, ftl. D.
Drop and Xediclnei.
Holland, Nov. 11, 1879.
T\OESBURG. J. O., Dealer In Drugs aud Medlciues, Faints and Otl«, Brashes, Ac. PhyIt is nothing new to announce that all
sician's proscriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.
14_ly

U

rpiIE followingdescribedLots in

the City of
Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block G, West Addition $175
each ; Lot 18, Block 8. Lot 6, Block 11, South West
Addition $176 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 4. 5 A ti In Block
25. as organized plat near the M. L. S. depot at
$225 each, except Lots 1 A 2 which arc $300 each
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lots \ 10. 11, 12. 13, and 14. in Block
E. Lots 2, 4, 5 and i in Block II. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments doirn.
Apply to,
M. D. HOWARD.

1

P.

OTTK.
P.

H.

VAN DER WEYDEN.

OTTE &

CO.

Manufacturersand Jobbersof

ful to the welfare of souls, aud unfaithful
to his

own

he himself
Bock, bought a
anti-mason. Thus

conscience, since

professes to be a strong
far, however,

ho has not mauifested it;

since he tolerates masons in his own
church— even an elder who

is

a

doubt his opposition

to

next

week.

Holland, Mich., 23d January,

Books and Stationery.
Osaeral Dealeri.

CALL AT THE

RESTAURANT
WM. GELOOK,

I am on hand this fall with all kinds of School Liquors.
Book*, Paper, Stationery,etc., at the Ihwest prices
It is a rendervousfor Hollanders.
the market.
v
H. D. POST.

of

37-3mo.

>a* -m.1 Ki

and must

confess that the result was truly

wonderful.

I used

it

every two hours, and

found relief immediatelyupon the

first ap-

plication,and the

entirely

pain ceased

few more applications.Fearing a

1880.

without any trouble.
Hince that time I have been able to fol*
low my occupation, and feel no pains or
A Buried Race in Kansas.
inconvenience, however disagreeablethe
It is well known that the wrought stone changes of the weather may be. Having
implements found in the ancient river thoroughly tested the St. Jacob's Oil, I
can conscientiously recommend it to all
gravels of Ciifornia prove conclusively afflicted with rheumatism.Fifty cents is
that during or before the glacial period a small expense when the services for so
the Pacific coast was inhabitedman. In triflingan outlay are considered. If I

No. 121 Monroe St., Grand Rapids, must be accduntedmodern.
The geology of the region is
Mich., if you want Fine Cigars and Good

convinced.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

druggist, Mr.

up the
tinued to use the remedy every three
W. Beardslee
hours. All pain having left me, I arose
T. Keppel.
from my bed and walked down-stairs

Picture Frames, etc.: River street.

V

my

bottle of the Oil,

new attack,I remained in bed and con-

I will close here, hoping to take

subject in regard to Rev. J.

now

after a

masonry.

FINE CIGARS
24 South Division Street,

member

of the order. He, therefore, gives reasons
to

myself,” Schweizer, fifty cents won’t

break you;” so I went to

males and females who are posted in reEENGS, D. R., Druv Store. Fine Drugs, Med- gard to Sewing Machines, hold ihe Singer
Ail iciues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per- Superior to any other— it is an admitted
fumeries. River street.
fact. But llutt they are to be got on easy
monthly payments, is something every\7\AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medi- body don’t know. The Company has
cines. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
placed Mr. C. F. Kennedy here us special
W. Van DbnBero’s Family Medicines;Eighth St.
agent, who keeps his headquartersat ihe
AXTALSII HBBBH, DruggistA Pharmacist; a store of L. T. Kanters, the local agent.
*v full stock of goods appertaining to the bus- Either of these gentlemen are authorized
.ness.
to sell tbetQ— for cas|), on easy monthly
furniture.
payments, or trade them for other maYf EYEK, H. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur- chines at their actual cash value. Call
49-tf.
»i . n,i.tlru>Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, and lie

Flour, Provisions, etc, ; River st.

this to your Dootor.

__

rates. Barber shop next door to the City

VAn P?TT,EN General Dealers,in Dry
* u20dB; Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,

Show

I have

Lodoe.
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hull.
Q.ObO.OOO.iXK) acres of land for sale by the Atchi and sneeringly, Is going quite a length for
Holland, Mich., on Wednesdayevening, Jan.
of money, hoping to find relief, but without
son, Topeka and Santa Fc Railroadlocated in
21, atTo'clock,sharp.
an ambassador of Christ. I shall not inSouthern Kansas,—the garden of the continent.
Otto Breym an, W. M.
any success. Glancing over the columns
For information In regard to these lands; and how dulge in sharp expressions.It would then
W. H. Joslin, Sec'u.
to reach them call on or address
of Ihe “ Wachter," I read about (ho 8t.
have the appearance of revenge. I will
J. C. POST,
Jacobs Oil, an*d the many cures this remeAgent for Ottawa County, Mich simply say this: Rev. Van Pelt is ns yet
special ^otifcg.
dy had effected. Having been disapinexperienced. We hope he will be more
(]J H /) A WEEK in your own town, and no capipointed so many times, I lost all faith in
LLtal
risked.
You
can
give
the
business
a
A Complete assortmeut of Spectacles
careful in the future.
AI || trial without expense. The host opportunany remedy, the St. Jacobs Oil included,
to suit the diftcrentqualities and ages of
I anxiouslylook forward to see what
k/ V c'ity ever offeredthose willing to work. You
sight, just received, at
until I saw one day that it had cured a
should try nothing else until you see for yourself
the
Classis of Michigan will do. I have
what you can do at the business we offer. No room
J. O. Doesburg's Drug Store.
to explain here. You can devote all your time said, and I repeat it, that I hope we shall well-known citizen with whom I am acor only yottrspare time to the business, and make
A fresh supply of all kinds of candy great pay for every hour that you work. Women be prepared to present strong protests quanted. Other parties fully eudorsed the
value and wonderful power of the Oil,
make as much as men. Send for special private
just received
L. T. KANTERS.
terms and particulars,which we mail free. $5 against masonry before the Synod, in order
telling me that it hud cured them of differEndorsed by the Faculty. The reputa- outfit free. Don’t complainof hard times while that we may work unitedly to deliver our
you have such u chance. Address H. HALLET
ent ailments In a very short time. This
church from this great evil. Unless Rev.
tion of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup has been A Co., Portland,
19-ly.
brought me to a conclusion. I said to
Van Pelt Co operates in Ibis he is unfailb
solely achieved on account of its merils.

1 \K GROUT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving, Physicians preamble
A-/ shampooning,hair-dyeing,etc., done at rea
so liable

____

Societies.

S.

gttsiiifjisiDirrctovij.

_

Scientific American.

and sneeringly. He means to say, of
course, that tlie Classis was unfaithful,

was one thousand miles away from all
human habitation, I should, nevertheless,
tions in Kansas, Judge E. P. West, of that procure this remedy and keep it always
Slate, presents a large amount of evidence In my house. Louis Schweizer,
a report on recent archaeological explora-

to

show that at an equally remote period

that region

was peopled by a race com-

pared with which the

mound

builders

simple.

Prior to the drift epoch the river channels

weie deeper than now, and the
leys were

river val-

lower. Subsequentlythe valleys

Cor, Menrin and Centre BtreeU, Cleveland, O.

For some time past 1 have been using
Blood Purifier,”and I consider it
without doubt the best invigorating and
strength restorerever discovered. My
family find it impossibleto try to keep
bouse without
L. 8. Prki*9.
Sold by T. E. Annis & Co., Holland,
Mich.
“Petit’s

it.

t

broadest-minded,fairest, and most generous and the bill to Increasethe pensions of totally-dlsablel soldiers and Bailors from $50 to $72 per
over produced.
month was paaaed. A bill was introduced by Mr.
A Washington dispatchto the Chi- Hoar, providing that the SUP a which have claims
sainst the United States shall present thaw becago Tribune says the bill introduced in the fore the Court-of' Claims
“
March. 1SH.
by the 1st of Marct
M Voorheea presented
New York Legislature, providingthat the Presi- or be forsver barred. Mr.
a
bill
to
carry
Into
effect
the
treaty
with
the Osage
dential electors shall be chosen by Oonregionaldistricts,instealof on the general Indians.The following nominari ma were sent In:
B. Pomeroy, Uni ed States Attorney for the TerriHrate ticket,is at raciing com-lderable attention
tory ot Arlxona; Elibu A. White, Collector of Inthere. A great many Republicans favor it
ternal Revenue for the Second district of North
The Democrats, on the other h«.d, insistthat it Carolina; Henry M. Atkinson. United States
is a revolutionary
project conceivedentirely in Surveyor General for New Mexico. Registers
the interest of the Republican candidate for of Land Offices—Isaac H. Wing, Bayfield, Wis.:
Stephen H. Alban, Wausau, Wta.; H. W.
the Presidency.
Parker, Beatrice, Neb.; Joseph B. Bloss,
Washingtonadvices state that the Detroit, Mich.; Samuel W. Malloy, Camden. Ai$.;
friends of SenatorThurman have now s rong Felix G. Clarke. Dee Moines,la.. ..In the House,
the bill for tlie free importetion of cJassiralanhopes that he will immediatelybecome promi- tiquitieswas pused. Mr. Buckner,Chairman of
nent again as a candidate for tho Presidency. the Banking and Currency Committee,reported a
This sudden elation arises nut of * proposition bill that the National Bank act bo ao amended
pending before Pie New York Legislatureto as to require every banking association
change the method of appointing electors for to keep in gold or silver coins one-halfof
President atitl Vies President iu tiiat State As the reserve fund now required by law. The bill
tho Democrats, in that event, c u cl not calcu- remitting the duty on an altar from Rome for Indianapolis was passed, ts was a bill allowing free
late upon the vote of N**w York, it would l>e
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THE EAST.
There have been in all seven deaths
resulting from the recent explosion in the celluloid works at Newark, N.

J. Tbo

verdict of

the Coroner’sjury mildly coneures the pro
prietors for carryingon dangerousexperiments
in a room crowded with workmen and supplied
with imper ect moans of escape.

Reports from Menlo Park

are to the

effect that Edison’s cirbon horsshkoos are

import! •« of articlesfor exhibitionat the Cincinnati Millers’ Exhibition.Bills and communicabreaking rapidly, and that thoir manu'aituro
tions introduced: By Mr. McCoid.to establish a
will be discontiuued.The great inventor now Ohio.
Board of Commissoners of Inter-StateCommerce;
hopes to overcome the newly-discoveredd ftiFOREIGN*
from the President,a report of board for testing
cuftiesin time to iutioduceth®light in No#
(Republican) has beeu re- metals: from the Secretary of the Treasury, relative to lobaco « dealers: from the Secretary of the
York city next winter and wishes the pu'dic to
understand that his lamp is yet an experiment elected Presidentof tho Chamber of Doputiee. Nary, asking for $10,060 to complete Vinnle Roam ’a
....A London dispatch says the ex-Empross atatue of Farragut.
only, on which he works every day.
absolutely necessaryfor them to turn their a tent'ou towaid securiog the electoral vote of

Gen. Clinton B Fi-k, in his testimony before
the House Committeeon Indian Aff&’rs, ar1 raigued the Indian Bureau for inconipeTho Fuaionist Legislature had a brief sea- tency, and charged it with reapon Ability
lion on the 13tb, but made no attempt to trans- ' for the Uto revolt. Among the reasons
act business. The Republican

.

long, tedious and expensive trial

of the llev. Mr. Hayden for the murder of
Mary Stannard at New Haven, Ct, has come to
naught, resulting viitually iu the acquittal of
the accused. The jury, after being out three
days and three nights, failed to agree. The
trial lasted nearly four months.

Madrid advices foreshadow

THE WEST.
Morrow, in command of

Another batch of suffrage petitions was presented to the Senate on the 15th inst. by Messrs.
McPherson and Baldwin. Mr. Allison, from tho
Committee oa Finance, announced that be was directed by that committeeto report adversely on a
joint resolutionfor the with drawal of the compulsory legal-tenderpower of the United SUtes treasury notea. Mr. Bayard, from the aamecommittee,
presentedthe views of the minority,in favor
of the resolution, which were signed by Messrs.
Kernaa and Bayard, while Messrs. Wallaceand
Morrill reserved the right of amendment.Mr.
Morgan preaented the credentialsof Luke Pryor,
appointed Senator from Alabama. Mr. Pryor took
the modified oath. Mr. Morrillcalled up for
consideration his resolution instructing
tho Finance Committee to inquire into
the practicabilityof refundingthe public debt
at a less rate of interest than 4 per
rent., and made a speeen thereon.The bill for tno
removal of all of the obstructions in Deltwnre
Breakwater harbor was passed. Tbo bill to establish a new land district in Dakota was passed. Adjourned to Monday.. ..In the House, alter
aome miscellaneous business, consideration
was resumed of the bill requiring one-half
of tho reserves of the rational hanks to be kept in
gold and silver coins of the United States. Mr.
Price, of Iowa, spoke 1j support of the bill.
He declared himself opposed to any tinkeringwith
the currency, either as to the quantityor quality
of paper which was circulating. He wag also opposed to the taking away of ihe legal-tenderquality

Eugenio has notified the steamship company
that she will embark, with a small retinue, on
board tho st amer German, for tho Cape of
Good Hope, on the 26th of March. Arrangements will be made to expedite the voyage, so
as to enable the ex-Empress to arrive at the
scene of the Prince Imperial’s death by the let
of June, the anniversaryof that event.
a

ehange

Cuba. The Cabamong other things,has authorized the
tachment of cavalry pursuing Victoria’s hand
submission to the Cortes of bill for the modof host lies m New Mexico, had So engagement ificationof import dntios on sugar and moMaj.

the de-

in the policy of Spain toward
inet,

a-

with the savages, on the 12th
routed them.

inst.,

iu nhich he

lasses from Cuba.

A Berlin dispatch reports a serious
A daring robbery was perpetrated in quarrel at Kalisch,Poland, between Russian
the streets of Chicago,a few days ago. E. B.
and German officers. Die officersof a RusWells, paymaster of the South Side Gas

Com-

sian regiment stationed at Kalisch invitedthe
officersof Prussian regiments siationed on tho
other side of the t rentier to dinner, and, in the
pads jumped into his buggy, knocked him course of a political argument, the Russians
senseless, seized 14,000 in specie which he had used insulting language to Germany. B.oodin his possession, and made good their escape. shed was averted by the Russian ColonelsendBoyd’b packing-house at Omaha, the ing home the German oflicers under escort
Serious riots have occurred at Pestb, in Hunlargest establishment
of the kind in that part of gary, in consequence of the fatal shooting of
the West, has been totally destroyed by fire. Vehoray, a leader of the people, by an aristoTbo loss on building is f5’>,000, and that on the crat, Baron Maithonyi by name. It is ola'med
stock of meats 1213, 000.... A dispatch from that the nobility sought to destroy Vehoray,
Leadville, Col. says that a party of Western cap- and put forward the Baron, who is the beet
pistol-shot in the empire, for the purpose ....
italists, beaded by Col D. r. Dver, of 8t Louis
Cork dispatch states that sixty ablehave purchased the Glass, the Pondary, and
Rough and Ready No. 2 mines, three of the bodied men, with their families,were adthe Killamey workhouse. A
richest depositsyet developed iu that region, mitted
for 15,000,000.This is the largest sale of min- woman applied for admissionwith three children, one of whom was dead in her arms from
ing property yet made in L?adville.
Jiany, was driving along peering street,in the
southern section of the city, when three foot-

—

The Western Plow

Manufacturers,

at a meeting in Chicagothe other day, advanced

the price of plows 10 per

cent

— A

Pacific

Mail steamship,with 200 passengers, arrived at
San Francisco, the other day, with small-pox
aboard.... The Treasurer of the Irish Laud
League Ass-iciation,of Chicago, has forwarded
to Ireland the sum of 94,652 50 for the relief
of the people.

THE SOUTH
A fire at Augusta, Ga., destroyed a
warehouse containing. 1,500 halos of cottoa.

In

•

until tho 17th. Tho Fusionist committee appointedto investigate the bribery charges
and took considerabletestimony. A cousin cf ,
William R White swore that an effortwas made !
by the latterto bribe him. and that he himself
told White that Swann oould be bought White
refuaed to obey a summous to appear before
the investigating committee,alleging that it was
not
oiganlzed, and had .....
no author"
‘ 1legally
*
.......
ity to administer oaths
compel the
attendanceof witnesses. Maj. Gen. Chamberlain was formally called on to recognizetho
authority of Aoting-Gov. Lunuon, but refused,
basing his action on the order of Garcolon
directing him to take charge of the institutions
and propertyof the tvate. O. D. Baker, coun-

met

..

...or

sel for tho Republican Advisory Committee,
delivered an opinion to the effeoc that there
whs no ActincGovernor,as Lamson, the claimant, was not President of a constitutional Senate.

The eituation at Augusta was virtually unchanged on the 14th. Tho Legislaturemet at
tbo usual hour, the Republicans remaining

away.

Tho

18t8 supplies were not furnished them; that
the sales o’ arms and ammunition on the \\ bite
River reservation had been forbidden, and that
Agent Meeker was an injtwjicions and unfit
man. Commissioner Havt denied many of the
General’s assertions, and attributed the abuses
In the service to his predecessor in office,

Bribery Committee met,

but

transacted little business. Die
Election Committee reported in favor
of unseating Dunuell, Republican member
from Westbrook,and the seating of Hblee, Democrat, on the ground that Dunnell had but two
majority, and three men at least voted for him
who had no right to do so. Action on the report was postponed.

Ohio Industries.

The

following interesting statistic*
are taken from the annual report of the
Ohio Commissionerof Labor Statistic*

Governor of

to the

the State

:

Number

of coal and coke furnace*
and charcoal furnacesin blast, G3 ; number last year, 53 : number of hands employed, 5,965; last year, 5,153; capacity,
of 63 furnacesdaily, 1,937 tous. There
are 47 rolling-mills in the State, 31 of
which are in operation, employing 7,784
persons. In 1878 nails were $2.15 per
keg; in 1879, $4.25 per keg. Tho production of coal during the year is estimated at 5,000,000 tons, employing 14,000 persons. The highest wages paid
per month to miners is $47. *3 ; the least,
$25.

Sixteen glass manufactories are in
operation, employing over 1,000 persons.

Everything was quiet

Augusts on the 15tb.

Gas-works are in operation in sixtywith a capital invested of
nearly $9,000,000.
brooke, Republican,to Merritt W. Stiles,DemThe report closes with the following
ocrat. The report was carriedwithout oppo- recommendations for the passage of
sition,and Stiles qualifiedand took his seat
laws:
Acting Governor Laid sou issued an or1. To prevent the employment of
der to the Hheiiff
Kennebec
county, informing
that his persons to run stationary engines who
deputies were no longer required to pro- are not thoroughly competent.
tect the public buildings, and directing him to
2. To provide for the inspectionof
dismiss them. Die Bhenff refused to obey
factories
and workshops iu relation to
tbe order. The House Bribery Committee
continued its investigations,but elicited their safety to persons employed thereat

House the Committeeon Electionsreported, giving tho beat of Donnells,of WestIn the

five towns,

of
him

nothing of importance.

in.

The Maine Supreme Court, on the
answered

all

3. To provide for the incorporation
of a co-operative manufacturingasso-

10th lust,

the interrogations
submitted to

it

ciation.

greenbacks. All prudent men by the LegiHlaturo.The decision was in favor
4. To provide for the appointment
spoke in thunder tones, and said: ‘‘Let of the Republicansand adverse te the Fusion- of a Commissionerto act ip conjunction
well enough alone.t’ Mr. Lewis also
A
•poke in favor of the bill, which went over. iste upon every point The Legislaturewent with the • Commissioners from wther
The
House th- n went into committeeof the whole into the election of a Governor, the choice fall- States on the question of prison labor.
to
upon the rules,and consumed nearly ih" whole ing on Maj. Joseph L Smith. Other State offi5. That a sufficient appropriationbe
dav without reschings decision.Mr. Converse
introduced a bill for the establishment of titles in cers were also chosen. In the Honeo, the re- made to this bureau to enable it to emhunger and exposure. A London dispatchsays the Hot Springs reservation.
port of the Election Committee declar- ploy the necessary assistance to more
that all accounts agree that the situation in the
Mr. Bparku, Chairman of tho Committee on ing William Murray, Fusionist,of Vas- fully carry out the objects of its organdistressed districtsis becoming extremely critical. Tho Mayors of Hneffield and Brighton, Military Affairs, in the House, on the morning of sal boro, elected to
seat instead ization.
ami other towns, have opened relief subscrip- the Pith, report d a resolution calling on the Sec- of Rev. Dr. NathanielButler, Republican, was
tions, bnt the universal opinion is that private
retary of War for information as to the number, adopted, thus bringing tho members of the
Census Supervisors.
relief cannot cope with the distress.
rani:, names, ami annual pay of every officer on House to 77. Gov. Smith delivered a brief inThe President lately sent to the Senate
The Bitnation in Ireland grows more the retired list of the army. Adopted. augural address, and also issued an order relieving Goa Chamberlainfrom the command names of Supervisorsof tho next census for
critical with each day's news. In some dis- The whole day was occupied upon the
of the State militia. The Briboi v Committee confirmationas follows
tricts starvationis staringtho poor laborers private calendar.Mr. Hanford, from the Commit- continued its investigation. Thomas B.
Ohio— First district,Charles D. Campbell;
and their families in the face. In others, they tee on Claims, reporteda bill refundingto the Swann repeated in greater detail tho state- 2, John Henry Thomas; 3, William H. Mcare thronging to the workhouses for relief. State of Georgia $ IS.WJO expended for common de- ments previously made bv him in regard Dowell; 4, Henry A. Towne; 5, Albert G.
In stillothers, private charity has had to come fense in 1777. Mr. Bright. Chairman of the Com- to the methods adopted by Wallace R. White to Byers; 6, William A Hunt; 7, Joshua W.
induce him to stay away from the House or re- Stanley.
to tho rescue, though it is insufficient to cope

a

:

with the distress.

sign hiejseat.Solon Chase corroboratedSwann’s

he Secretary of th» Treasury for a statementof testimony in certain particulars. James O.
January, when naviDublin advices report that the land- the sums of money covered into the tr saury from White, member of tho Legislature and cousin
gation of the Mississippiriver was resumed
lord, arc entoriog into ^-operation «>Se«ier | ^rc.^.0.' ^0%°/.
'0“'.“^ of Wallace R. White, testified that the latter
between 81 Louis and New Orleans, more than
or tho purpose of defendingtheir rights against condemned bronze esnnou to the Morton Mojument offered him $l,0OJ to stay away from the LegisLOOO.OOO bushels of corn have been started for
lature. Wentworth and Cushman, members of
Association of Indiana.
Europe by way of the Gulf of Mexico. More tho tenantry. Considerabledissatisfaction is
tho House, swore that efforts were made to
A joint resolution was introducedin the Sen- bribe them to absent themselvesfrom the
grain would have been shipped this way but expressedat the poor facilitiesfor extending
Governmentrelief to tho poor. The Sligo oper| ate on the 19th inst., by Mr. Ferry, for an amend- State House. ______
for the ecarcity of barges.
ativea are in a atateof revolt and demand work,
ment that suffrage shall not be restrictedon ac
Louisville adds a case to the great threateningto make trouble if it is not
,
Saturday,the 17th of January, was a lively
nished
them.
Owing
to
the
closing
of
many
i
count of sex; and Mr. Pratt presented a resolution
national list of defaultingsavings-bank cashmills, the ODeratives’ families are in a state of inviting other Governments to co operate in the day at tho Maine State capital. The Fusion
iers. His name la J. H. Rhorer,and the instistarvation.
Panama canal. A number of private bills were Legislature met in the forenoon,and, after the
tution from which he stole $100,000 is the
A letter from Japan says of tho passed. Bills introduced:By Mr. Sanders, grant- appointment of committees by both the Senate
Lonisville Savings Bank.
tho situagreat fire that devastated the city of Tokio ing an increase of pension to the widow of Maj. and House to tab1 into consideration
GENERAL.
Thornburgh;
by Mr. McDonald, to allow a rebate tion of affairsand report upon the best mode
News comes from the West Indies of on the 26th of December last : “ Miles of on duty paid on imported salt used for curing flub
of procedure, adjourned until Monday, the
terrible floods on the island of 8L Kitts, by gronnd were laid waste, 15,000 Domes de- or in packing; by Mr. Wallace, a resolution,which
stroyed, and 50,000 personsm&dedest'tnto.Tho was adopted, callingon the Secretary of State for 19th. Immediately after the Fusionisls diswhich 200 lives have been lost, property to the
actual pecuniary loes is undetermined yet The full Infoi mation concerning the labora of the
persed the Republican members of the
extent of $250,000 destroyed,and the whole loss of life is reckoned at 100, though nothing Spaninh- American commissionon claims
island wasted. Ht. Kitts has known of no certainly is known. Tho progress of the flames growing out of the Cuban outrages. Legislature took possessionof the State House
such calamitysince 1722, when a territtc hurri- was so ranid as to overtake and destroy manv The special order— the bill to prevent cruelty to and electedDaniel F. Davis Governor, H. J.
animals iu transportation-was then called up and
cane nearly destroyedthe island.
Chadborne Secretary of State, J. W. Fogler
who could give no sign. In several instances

Since the

they wero^eated out

of the

mittee on Claims, reported a resolution calling on

Loss, $80,000.

members were

etsalon, having adjournedat an early : their lands; that the Governmentfailed to
hour In the morning, after an all-night soeaioD, ! pay them their annuity; that from 1&78 to
not

Gambetta

The

MUDDLE,

THE MAINE

1st of

fur,

,

,

debated at length.The Chair appointed Senator

Indiana— 1, Gilbert R. Stormont; 2, Franklin
C. Johnson; 3, J. M. Ritonour; 4. Isaac H.
Davis; 5, Benjamin P. Walker; o, William P.
Sevmour.
Illinois—1, James G. Wright; 2, David H.
Sunderland; 3, John W. Bailey; 4, Henry H.
McDowell; 5, Edward J. Waddell; 0, John H.
Chestnutt;7, William A Northcote; 8, William
K. Brown.
Michigan— 1, John C. Sharpe; 2, Byron R.
Pierce ; 3, CharlesD. Long ; 4, H. Oliu Young.
Missouri— 1, Charles E. Salomon; 2, Benson
B. Cahoon; 3, B. P. Bailey;4, Joseph.*. Wilson; 5, Daniel M. Draper: 6, John P. Durke;
7, Corrydon F. Craig.
Wisconsin— 1, Alonzo Loper; 2, David E.
W’ehih; 3, Leonard Lottridge; 4, Thomas 8.
Allen.

Iowa—

1,

John M. Rowley:

2,

James T. Met-

calfe: 3, John S. Btridger; 4. Ichabod N. Kidder.
Minnesota— 1, Albert A Crandall;2, Charles
W. Johnson; 3, Chris C. Andrews.
L Cass for District of Colorado.
Kansas— 1,T. Dwight Thatcher; 2, David J.
Evans; 3, Charles M. Kellogg.
Nebraska— 1, B. D. slaughter; 2, Bruno

has numerous unrecognizablebodies or fragment* Pryor te replace the late Senator Houston on the Treasurer,H. B. Cleaves AttorneyGeneral and
were found among tho mins. Many, again,
S. J. Callaghan Adjutant General. Davis war Tzachuck.
been rendered at Toronto against the Canada died from exposure to the cold. The night Committee of Privileges and Elections sworn in as Governor and delivered an inaugTerritories— Crawley P. Dake. Arizona; Alclaims Postofflces and Post-Roads. Appointments:
Centralrailroad. It was for $ 100,000, for lum- succeedingthe fire was exceptional! v bitter. ”... William J. Phillips,United Bta’e* Msr
ural address, 1 After the transaction of some exander Hughes, Dakota; William H. Bird,
routine business both houses quietly adjourned. District of Golumbia; CUnton H. Moore, Idaho;
ber destroyedby fire kindled by a spark from Advices from Afghanistanreport that serious shal EasternDistrictTexas; John McNeil, United
dirsenaionshave sprung np among the native States Marshal Eastern District Missouri: Augustus During the session Blaine came upon tho floor Hugh McQuaid, Montana; Abram 8. Hoyt, New
a locomotive.
leaders, while the British are rapidly strength- Ash. United States Marshal District ot Nevada: of tho House and was received with the wildest
Mexico; John Neil, Utah; Fred W. Sparling,
There was a notable decrease of ening their pontion ____ Russia has’ intimated DeForest Porter, Associate Justice.ot the Supreme demonstrationsof applause.
WashingtonTerritory; Homer Merrill, WyoCourt of Arizona: Jacob B. Blair, AssociateJustice
her
willingness,
to
withdraw
her
troops
conmercantilefailures during 1870. According to
ming.
Supreme Court of Wyoming;MelvilleC. Browne,
Dun, Barlow A Co.’s annual circular, they centrated on the frontiers of Austriaand Ger- United States Attorney for Wyoming:William Cal
The Republican Assemblyheld a brief sesmany, if their presence there is regarded by
number 6,658, against 1(T,478 in 1878; a de- those Cabinets as likely to disturb the friendiy Ion, Receiverof Pnblic Moneys,Warsaw. Wis.... sion at Augusta on the 19th Inst, but did nothTHE MARKETS.
Under the call of Statesfor biiia in the House, the
crease of 3,820. In the amount of liabilities
relations at present existing.
following Important measures were presented: By
ing of importance. After the adjournment
NEW YORK.
the decreaseis most marked. This amount in
Mr. Bailey relatingto the inter-ocesniccanal, and

A heavy judgment for damages

,

1879 was $08,149,052, as against$234,381,132 in
1878; a decrease of $136, 2*4, 080.

requesting the President to Invite the co-operation
of the Govemments of the principalmaritime nations ot Europe iu the selection of
children of A. J. Wilson set
the isthmus ship transit:
A communication was laid before the Senate the route
fire to their father’sstable at Chatham, Ontario,
by Mr. Vance, to repeal the duty on salt; by
from the Poatmaater General, Jan. 13, taking a deand were burned to death ..... While enjoying ficiency appropriation of $101,000,and a number Mr. Cobb, for tho distribution of tho unappropriated moneys of tee Genova award: by Mr. Townsthe hospitalities of the City of Mexico, Gen. of petitionaon varioua subjects were presented. hend, proposinga constitutional amendmentin
Grant and party will occupy the famous Castle Mr. Morrill offeredthe following resolution,which regard to the election of Presidentand Vice
of Cbapultepec,about two miles outside of the was laid on the table, and bej announced hia in. President,providing for their election by a
majority of the votes of the people, and for
city ..... The Supreme Court of the United
tention to apeak upon it on Thursday: “Tbat the
abolition of
Electoral College ;
Slates has decided that only invalid psnsioners
by Mr. Bland repealing the law res rlcting the ssle
who have not contributedto the funds of the Committee on Finance be Instructed to inquire of tobacco; by Mr. Young, for the retirement of
Soldiers’ Home are bound to purchase its l>e»e- as to the practicability of refunding tho officersof the army of a certain grade: by Mr.
national debt at
lesa rate than 4 per "ells,incorporating the J. B. Eads Inter-Ore inic
fice by surrenderingto it their pens ous.
cent, interest,and alao as to whether or not Transit Company, and appropriating fc&KJ.lXM'for
some effective proviaion can be made whereby surveys for a Panama canal survey. The Hall
bona-fide subscriptions for sums in moderate
A
telegram says it has amounts may be available,and report by bill or of the House was tendered to Mr. Parnell for an address, on tho 2d of Februbeen determined to send Ouray, Jack, and one otherwlBe.” The bill in regard to certainOhio ary. A resolutionof Mr. Kelley in regard to the
courts was pused. A recommendation from the
other chief back to Colorado,in charge of an Secretary of War for an increased appropriation tariff laid over. Bills were passed: For the setfor copying the Confederate recorda wan referred. tlement of all outstanding claims against the Disagent, for the purpose of bringing on, if pos
trict of Columbia: appropriating $14r> PbO for the
Billflintroduced:By Mr. Morrill, regulatingthe
Bible, the twelve Cte murderers, or as many of
construction of a bridge across the Potomac r.ver
authentication and uae of proxies in meetings by
them as can bo induced to coma
NaiionalBank Associations:by Mr. Salis- at or near Georgetown,D. C.
House Committee
Military bury, to preserve the secrecyof telegrams;
by Mr. Plumb, to establishan additional land disAffairs has agreed to report a bill restoring trict in Kansas; by Mr. Vest, to prohibit Clerks of
Exodus Investigation.
Fitz John Porter to tbo rank of Colonelin the Federal courts from taking fees for copying recDie committee of the United States Senate,
ords
actions the book calledthe

Gov. Davis gave orders to exclude the Fusion-

THE NATIONAL CONGRESS.

Two

from tho State House. In the afternoon
the latter, headed by Gov. Smith, presented themselves at the gateway of
the Capitol, but admissionwas denied
them, and they proceeded to organize and
ists

of

the

tbo

a

WASHINGTON.
Washington

The

on

me

common-law
in
tele- “Final Record." Mr. Bayard, from the Committee consisting of Messrs. Voorhees, Vance, Pen-

army and awarding him $75,000 ..... A
gram received at the State Department, from

in

Finance, reported favorablythe bill to admit f ee
Gorrioge, announces the ot duty articles Intended tor the Millers'Internadiscovery
Masonic
in tional Exhibition in June. Passed. Official nomthe foundationof the obelisk at Alexandria, inatioia:Land officer*, William B. Lambert. lieof Public Moneys at Norfolk, Neb.; Edward
Under the pedestal on which it reiver
H. Butler. Registerof the Land Office at Norfolk.
Neb.; Thomas M. Gibson, Register of the Land Office et Dardanelle, Ark ..... In the Honee a bill was
reported to regulatethe manner of countingPresthe House Committeeon Electionsto unseat identialvotes,and It was gnade the specialorder
Yocum, the Greenbacker,from Pennsylvania, for Jan. 96. The Hot Sprifegs Reservationbill
whose seat is being contested by ex-Gov was passed.'as was an appronriation for furniture
purchase
Curtin,to declare the Beat vacant, and to re- for the House, and tor
of works for the library. A number of executive
mand the case for a new election in February. communicatlona were laid before the House and
Several important nominations were relerred,among them one from the Poatmaater
General as to the ns# of the malls for lottery
•3Dl by tho Presidentto the Senate for confir- purposes.
House then
Into
the
mation, last week, the list including the names committee
rules, and a long debate was Indulged In.
of James Russell Lowell, of Massachusetts, Afterward the following billa were Introduced:By
as Minister to England; John W. Foster, of Mr. Shallenberger,authorizingthe refunding of the
Indiana,Minister to Russia: ex-Gov. Lucius nationaldebt, reducing the annual Interest thereon
Fairchild, of Wisconsin, Minister te Bpsih; and improving the nubile credit; by Mr. Willis
(Ky.), for the relief of depoaitors in the Freedmen*a
on

Commander

of

emblems

Egypt

the

The

of the

Philip H. Morgan, of Louisiana, MiuiMer
to Mexico; and Eli H. Murray, of Kentucky,
Governor of Utah Territnrv.

POLITICAL,
Gen. Garfield, United States Sen'

Bank.

went
whole on

Windom and

Secretary of State and Governor secured
rooms in the same building. Money enough,
it is said, has been guaranteedto run
their Legislature all winter, and pay
every man his salary. They say they intend
to appeal to Congress, and will soon have a
committee there to investigate matters. The
Fusionisls wore very indiimant at their exclusion from the Capitol. Tin y say Gov. Smith
could have had 10,000 men in readiness at a
moment’s notice,but his ooursel has been
for peace, and has prevailed. The State Treasurer issued an order instructingthe subordinates of his office not to honor any demand for
the payment of money from the treasuryemanafiug from, or issued by, tbe authority of
either of the Legislaturesuntil further advised
•by him.

Blair, appointed to in-

vestigate tbe causes of the

taki
king testimony.

The

first witnesses exam-

ined were the Rev. J. E. Rankin, pastor of the

Congregational Church, and Tboe. Tullock,
Assistant Postmasterof Washington,both
of whom testifiedthat they had no personal
knowledge of the causes of the exodus, and
knew nothingof the widely-scattorodcircular
to which their names were appended, appealing to tbe people of the Uaitod Slates for
money to assist tho freedmen in finding refuge
from persecution,etc., except that they had
promised to serve as members of tbe Rjard of
Audit for the Emigration Aid Societytherein
referred

to.

_

_

1

ft

constitu-

amendment giving the suffrage to women

were preaented in the Senate on the 14th Inst., by

W

1

.

.

Lard .............................. 8

White River Massacre Investigation.
The Committee on Indian Affairs in the House
of Representatives
are engaged at
in

Washington

investigatingthe cause of the Uto outbreak

at the White River Agency in Colorado. Gen.
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first witness examined. He

simply told tbe story of bis personalconnection with tbe Indian troubles—a story

which

has already been often told in the newspapers.

It

comprised his appointment by Mr.
Schurz as a Special Agent of the
Indian Bnreau last fall,- while Mr.
Sohurz was in Colorado. At that time
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Adams was an employe in the Postofflce Department He went to Los Pinos, and was conDETROIT.
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Fumes from the smelting of lead are
ities. He waa a cranky old roan, with set nonow passed through a very long line of tions, and frequently embroiledhimself in
pipes and woolen bags, and condensed quarrels. On one occasiontwo yonog men
into lead again, as steam is converted went out into the prairie and set the grass on
INDIAN APOLW.
into water. The lead thus obtained is fire, with the intent to scare Meeker. The Wheat— No. 9 Red ............... 1 29 @ 1
latterat onoe sent for soldiers.These came,
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result. The Indians became very much Pork— Clear
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Meaan. Daria (111.), the Vice President,Williams,
ator-elect from Ohio, was given a reception at Allison, Kirkwood, Baldwin, Ferry, Daria and
Columbus last week. He made a speech, in Pendleton.Petitionain favor of the Bayard reao“That’s what beats me," as the boy
which he recalled many incidents of his public lutlons on the currency, and for a temperance
life and feelingly thanked the representativescommission were alao preaented.A bill to resaid when he saw his father take the
of the people for the honor conferred on him. lieve the United States Treasurerfrom
skate strap down from its accustomed
Before c including he na'd a high tribute to the amount now charged to him and denail.
posited
with
the
several
States
was
reported;
Mr. Thu man, whom he styled one if the
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is known to be a firm friend’of Mr. Schurz.

choice for President.Nearly all

who

CURIOUS AND INTERESTING.

were addressed made replies. The

Approach of Comets.— Although the
near approach to the earth of several
For Jatces 0. BUine ..........................
I.Wi
comets has been known, the least disFor U. 8. Grant ...............................
1.M0
tances of only two have ever been deFor
John
Sbdriu&n
.......................
.1,?52
, HOLLAND CITY. MIOHIGAN.
For K. B. Hftjea ..............................
termined with any degree of accuracy.
For E. B. WaHhburne.........................71
ForJ. A. Garfield .............. .............. U7 On July 1, 1770, a comet was within
The United States Consul General ForR. >V. Thompson ........................ 18 1,890,000 miles of the earth— the closest
For Schuyler Coltax .........................
IS
at Mexico reports that the superiority Eor Benjamin Harriaon ...................... Hi approach of one of these bodies of

4«<S fttwi'

final result is as follows

:
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of American goods
displace

is

causing them to

European goods in the Mexi-

can market.

moon.

The Metropolitan^NationalBank, of
New York, has taken up the bonds deposited at Washington to secure
circulation

For B. H. Briatow ............. ; .............. 11 which astronomershave any certain
For Roacoe ConkUog..........................17 knowledge. Its apparent diameter was
For John C. Fremont .......................... »5
For George F. Fdmunda ...................... 10 24 deg., or nearly five times the apparFor W, f. Sherman ..........................
7 ent diameter of the
It is not
For AlexanderRamaey ..................
S
surprising
that
the
apparition
of such a
For John A.Lo(r»u.. ......................... S
For Joseph R. Hanley ................
8
monster shou'd cause a panic of terror
For W. a. Whee
........................... 3
among unenlightened and superstitious
For)Frederlck Dou^laas ......................
1
For R. J. opleaby ............................ 1 inhabitantsof the earth.
For Newton Booth .........
1
For nominee,or expreatlng no preference.... 11W
Left-Handed ?—

and withdrawn

its

..

its

Are Bears

notes— a

transactionby which theeoncern makes

Total

.....................................
5,338

an annual profit of over $90,000.

The railway interest is the heaviest
This Government wants its ollicers consumer of iron in. the country. It
to put on no airs. Maj. William E. now looks as if there would be a larger
Sweet, chief of the internal-revenue demand for iron in 1880 than for many
division in the office-ofthe First

Comp-

previous years. In 1879 the total mile-

Treasury Department, has age of road built was 4,000. But albeen dismissed for extravagantexpen- ready this year 9,000 to 10,000 miles
ditures made while travelingon Gov- are projected for immediate constructroller of the

j

ernment account.

tion. Some authorities put the figures
as high as 12,000 miles. For tracks

The high price of corn in 1879, as alone, old and new, it is figured that
compared with that of 1878, has evi- 1,500,000tons of steel and iron rails
dently cut short the hog crop of the will be required. The full capacity of

Long

before the writer tried his ’prentice
hand at trapping, says a writer in Forest and Streavi, he was told by a veteran bear-hunter that all the bears he
had taken in traps— and they were a goodly number— were caught by the left
foot. The statement was discredited,
till experienceseemed to verify it where
the traps were set at a coop or its equivalent. Several caught in deadfalls also
had the left leg as well as the head inside of the coop, the bait being so far
back as to oblige them to step inside
with one foot to reach it. It would
thus seem that where a bear is attracted by a lure he, soldier-like,steps ofl
left foot forward.

K— MumfBctmedgood*
L- Muticil inatnimrnbi
.
M— PoIdUiir,ntedlowork...

ted according to the requirements of
the article exposed to its influence.
From the kiln the articles go to the
finishing and packing room, where the
ends are thrust for a second under rapidly-revolvingemery wheeli, * and are
drawn neatly and smoothly pointed
ready for use.
la

.
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,
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Total

Homesteads in Presque Isle county,
Advance, wi soon be numbered among the things of the past.
During the month of • December
there were 142 more moitgages discharged in Kalamazoo county than were
made.
says the

Ahout 2,000,000 feet of logs have
been swept down by the recent floods,
and will bring up as driftwood in Lake
Michigan.
Several hundred men are engaged
on
the lino of the Grand Rapids and Inin rebuildingand repairingbridges

jjjAk)

40.50

7
3
•
li
Ui2

township of Cleon.

supply
during the current year more than 2,500,000 tons of ore.

4#*V>

...................
$13,035.50 $10,041.00
Xt'kilt
offr'd. awr'J. ofr'cL aicr'd.
A— CBttle ..............
H
D— 8 wine ....... .. .
8
H- Farm Implement* 2
1
r
i
J -Machinery ........ 27
22
o
K -Furniture ........ 1
1
1
L— Mimical iustr’in’l*
5
M— Embroidery,etc..
1
N— Misrollaneoua.
2
i

DMrion.

A steam sawmill is being completed

The mines in Michigan can

379.00
13.00

8100
835.00
8S.00
45.50

Total

MICHIGAN NEWS.
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.............18

77
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State Exhibition of 1879 was in

probably the greatest event
ever been held in
the State. Its accommodationswere
the most perfect, and the buildings
were the most numerous and the best
adapted for the show of the entries in
all the divisions. Where there were
some lacks in space and in buildings
last year, the additionsto the buildings
this year gave ample space not only for
the convenienceof the visitors,but
also for the display of the entries made
by the members. Each division had a
full complement of entries, the total
number being 5,249. Treasurer Dean’s
report is thus summarized
all respects

of the kind that has

:

BCCtlPT*.

diana railroad.

Btlance

The Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw
railroad sold 8,528 acres of pine lands,

1FTO) ...................................
$18,017.91
Gate receipt* ............................
Sfl.JJ&Ufc
Booth rent* and mlaoe'laneoua ........... 0,948,18
From the Secretary on membership ticket" .....................................
1,108,00

in

December, for $55,800, and 610 acres

on hand UnI

year (January,

of farming lands for $2,880.

Power of Sea Breakers.— From exTotal ................................
$52,447.14
Horace J. Perrin, a millionaire, an
DllBUBMiaiENTS.
periments which were made some time
our
mills
is
estimated
at
1,400,000
tons,
819.078.18
old resident, and Presidentof the Na- Biminei**order* .........................
West considerably. T. e six large pork
since at the Bell Rock and Skerry vore
Premium checks .........................9,!M»UU
cities and the interiorpoints, it is now leaving 100,000 to come from abroad. light-houses, on the coast of Scotland, tional Bank of Michigan, died at Mar- PomoloRical checka ......................
917.811
shall, last week, aged 60 years. He had Old premium checks ....................18.40
estimated,will pack the present season But in additionlargo quantities of iron it was found that, while the force of the
breakers on the side of the German been in the banking business thirty
Total ................................
$!>Q 597.4*
6,980,000 hogs, as against 7,480,000last will be required for cars, engines,
years.
Balance on hand .......................
2I.84J.72
ocean may be taken at about a ton and
season. This is a net decrease of 500,- bridges, spikes, belts, fish-plates,and a half upon every square foot of surMrs. Blanchard, at Grass Lake,
000, in round numbers, the present other equipments. From all these facts face exposed to them, the Atlantic after what was called a sound sleep of
A Rural Romance.
it is evident that the expectationsof a breakers fall with double that weight, six days, was at the end of that time
season.
Michael Kelley, or Mike Kelley as he
pronounceddead, and the doctors have
larger demand for iron this than for al- or three tons to the square foot; and
Judge Anderson, in the Virginia
thus a surface of only two square yards decided that paralysis of the brain was was usually called, was an eccentricold
most any previous year are by no means
sustains a blow from a heavy Atlantic the cause of her long sleep and death. farmer living in one of cur suburban
Court of Appeals,recently gave a novel
too sanguine.
breaker equal to about fifty-fourtons.
Samuel A. Howeb, a gentleman towns. Born of poor parents, by indusopinion. The appellant, Mrs. Latham*
In November, 1824, a heavy gale blew, nearly 83 years of age, shot himself in try and perseverance he had become
sought a divorce from her husband on
An unwritten page of history came and blocks of limestone and granite, bed at Battle Creek, the other night. possessed of one of the finest farms in
the ground that he had joined the Be- to light at a Boston dinner, a few days from two to five tons in weight, were He left a letter to his son, in which that section, of which ho was justly
proud ; but no prouder was he than of
publican party. The shock, she said, ago. The story was told by the Hon. washed about like pebbles at the Ply- he stated that he had purchased the
mouth
breakwater.
About
300 tons of revolver in Baltimore for this particular his own physical strength and agility,
v as too great for her domestic happi- E. W. Stoughton, ex Minister to Russuch blocks were borne a distance of purpose, and that he was in his right that had assisted him in accnmnlating
ness. And Judge Anderson thought sia, and he gave it as told to him auhis property and made him a most ex200 feet, and up the inclined plane of mind.
cellent boxer and wrestler, and he had
that she was right. “The husband, w he thentically while at his post in St. the breakwater, carried over it, and
Charles Tomlinson, residing at a corresponding contempt for men of
said, “had deserted his friends and Petersburg: “During the war of the scattered in various directions.A
Cresco, was fatally shot while out huntinferior powers. One spring, when help
gone over to the enemy. It was per- Revolution, in 1780-’81, England at- block of limestone, seven tons in weight, ing in company with a friend, who
was in one place washed a distance of fired at a partridge which suddenly was unusually plenty, he determined to
fidy, the moral taint of which, she felt, tempted to negotiate with Russia and
have the farm run that year by a strong
420 feet. Blocks of three tons’ weight
attached to him, and would probably Prussia to combine against France and were torn away by a single blow of a flew up from the ground, and shot his team. So, when a man presented himcompanion, who stood nearly in range self and asked for work, after inquiring
exclude him from the best society in compel her to withdraw her fleet from breaker, and hurled over into the harof the gun. The wounded man was
of the man os to. his habits, etc., he
the State.” And so the learned Judge American waters, offering as a considera- bor; and one of two tons, strongly tre- conveyed to his home, and In ed only a
would finish np by asking him to fight.
thought that the bonds of matrimony tion the cession of the island of Minori- nailed down upon a jetty, was torn few hours.
In this way he disposed of quite a numaway by an overpowering breaker.
should be dissolved.
Manistee Times and Standard: ber of^applicants, and was beginning to
ca, in the Mediterranean.Fortunately
How an Owl’s Head Revolves.— A The Reitz salt well is down over 300 despair of getting his “strong team,”
for the young American republic,the contributor to the American Natfeet, and what is most remarkable is when, one morning as he was standing
Tee printers of his State prove that proposal did not meet with favor in the uralist, who had read a funny story that 230 feet has been through quick- in the barn door, a young man came up
the new LieutenantGovernor of Ohio, eyes of Catherine II., and Prussia did about an owl wringing his own neck by sand. The first 200 feet was quicksand, the road, and, seeing him, called out
looking at a man who was walking then seventy or eighty feet of very
“Good morning, sir.”
Mr. Hickenlooper, has a hard name. not dare to join England single-handed.
around him, tested the matter by ex- hard clay, and then quicksand. It is
“Good morning,” gruffly.
The New York Graphic says that from The legend is of importanceonly as : ^rim^T^Hr^obtained
fine spedvery seldom that that amount of quick“Do you want to hire a hand to work
a perusal of Ohio exchanges it not only showing the desire of England to re- I men and placed him on top of a post. sand has been found in one body.
on your farm, sir?”
appears that Mr. Lickenhooper has gain possessionof her colonies here “It was not difficult,” says the writer,
“Perhaps so ; want to hire out?”
Edward C. Howard, of Dearborn,
“to secure his attention, for he never died lately,at the ripe old age of 84
“Yes, sir; I am looking for a job.”
been politicallykicked and cuffed, but and the great danget of our country
divertedhis gaze from me while I i/aa
“What can you do?”
that Mr. Riplencookorhas been sub- averted by the non interventionpolicy in his presence.I began walking rap- years. Mr. Howard was brother of ‘the
“All kinds of farm work, sir; I was
late Col. Joshua Howard, of Detroit,
jected to other indignities.In fact, of Russia’sQueen.”
idly around the post, a few feet from it,
and came of good old Puritan stock, born ou a farm.”
keeping my eyes fixed on him all the one of his immediate ancestors, Capt.
Mr. Pooklenhiperseems to be consid“Can you fight?”
while. His body remained motionless, John Howard, having been the first
“What, sir?”
The Darkest Day of Grunt’s Life.
erably mixed up in the webs of his pobut his head turned exactly with my military officer of the Plymouth colony.
“Can you fight, I say ; can you lick
litical antagonists.The general opinion
“The darkest day of my life," said the movements. When I was half way
me?”
Deceased
served
as
a
powder-monkey
General, “was the day I heard of Lin- round his head was exactly behind.
is, however, that if any of these prose“I don’t know, sir, whether I can or
on board the Chesapeake in her historic
cutors think they have only a day’s job coln’s assassination.I did not know Three-quarters of a circle were comnot; but I can try.”
combat
with
the
British
man-of-war
what it meant. Here was the rebellion pleted, and still the same twist of the
on hand in fighting Mr. Loophenkicer
And he did try. The first thing
put down in the field and starting up in neck and the same stare followed me. Shannon, having volunteeredfor the
occasion. He was taken prisoner, and Kelley knew he was on his back on the
they are very much mistaken, as Mr. the gutters; we had fought it as war,
One circle and no change.
I
Eickpoolkenerwill give them a two- and now we had to fight it as assassina- went, twice round, and still that watch- sent to the Bermudas,but was subse- floor, with two teeth down his throat :
the next, the man was astride his
tion. Lincoln was killed on the even- ful stare and steady turn of the head. quently released, and afterwatd served
years’ engagement.
his country under Gen Deaxborn. He stomach, with a fist in each eye, and his
ing of the 14th of April. Lee sur- On I went, three times round, and I berendered on the 9th of April. I gan really to wonder why the head did was a remarkably fine appearing old nose was bleeding. Then he let him
The gold and silver product of the arrived in Washington on the 18th. I not drop off, when all at once I discov- gentleman, passing for not more than up, and was just picking up his bundle
to start off, when he was called back and
50 or 55 years.
Pacific slope, for 1879, including British was busy sending out orders to stop ered w’hat I had failed to notice before.
The Grand Encampment of the set to work, and he proved to be as
recruiting,the purchase of supplies, When I had reached half way round
Columbia and receipts in San Francisco
and to muster out the army. Lincoln from the front, which was. as far Grand Army of the Republic was held trusty and industriousas he was brave.
The farmer’s daughter needed jnst such
from the western coast of Mexico, are: had promised to go to the theater, and
as he could turn his head to follow my last week. Representatives of eighty
a man for a husband, and now he may
Gold, $32,589,920;silver, $38,623,812 wanted me to go with him. While I movements with comfort, he whisked it posts were present. The total memberbe seen any day superintending the
Adding lead, the total is $75,349,501, Or was with the President a note came back through the whole circle so in- ship in the State is 250. The following work on the farm, while Father Kelley
from Mrs. Grant, saying she must leave stantaneously and brought it facing were elected and installedas officers
nearly $6,000,000 less than in 1878.
sits in the arm-ebasr and. tells to his
Washington that night. She wanted to
for the ensuing year : DepartmentComThe returns are interesting, from the go to Burlingtonto see our children. me igain with such precision that I mander, A. T. McReynolds ; Senior Vice grandchildren the story of his last fight.
failed to detect the movement, although
fact that they show an immense falling Some incidentof a triflingnature had
Commander, J. 8. Bartholomew; Jun- —Concord (AT. U.) Patriot.
I was looking intently all the time. I
off in the receipts of the Comstock made her resolve to leave that evening. iepeated the experiment many times ior Vice Commander, Samuel D. MurI was glad to have the note, as I did afterward on the same bird, and I had ray; Medical Director, H. C. StephenWhist or Chess?
lodes. These return only $8,830,562, as
not want to go to the theater. So I always to watch carefully to detect the son ; Chaplain, Samuel Parker ; RepreIn choosing between these two recreagainst $21,295,043 in 1878. There is a made my excuse to Lincoln, and at the
movement or the readjustmentof his seotative to the National Encampment, ations for the winter evenings we
falling off of $13,000,000in the entire proper hour we started for the train.
J. E. Messmore; Chief Mustering Offigaze.”
should give our vote in favor of whist.
cer, H. H. Holton ; AssistantAdjutant
State of Nevada, and an increase of As we were driving along Pennsylvania
The Manufacture of Slate-Pen- General, A. B. Carrier; Assistant It is not such hard work. You have
avenue a horseman rode by us on a
the luxury of scolding your partner for
over $8,000,000 in the State of Colorado,
cils.— The process of making slateQuartermasterGeneral, Edwin Hoyt, bad play. Yon can charge the cards
gallop, and back again around our carpencils
is
thus
described
by
the
Americhiefly from Leadville. These facts inriage, looking into it. Mrs. Grant said :
UOpUI‘ucu 7 Juc. yi,nc'1' Jr. ; Inspector General, Israel 0. Smith, with your ill-lucx. In chess there is
dicate that the uncertaintiesin mining
Judge Advocate, Gen. R. P. Sinclair.
no soft enshion for the defeated player
returns are much greater than is com- lunch to-day with some other men and
to rest upon and forget his sorrows.
steam, and pounded into small parti8t»to Agricultural Society.
tried to overhear our conversation. He
monly supposed.
this game the pleasure of
cles. Thence it goes into the hopper
The annual meeting of the Execu- triumph is not sn acute as the
was so rude that we left the dining-room.
of a mill, which runs into a “bolting- tive Committee of the State AgricultHere he is now, riding after us.’ I
pang of disaster. There is a mental
The war against the lottery compa thought it was only curiosity,but machine,” where it is “bolted,” the finer, ural Society was held last week, the strain in it which is not adequately realmost impalpable,flour that results be- President, Wm. L. Webber, in the
nies is still kept by the Postoffice au- learned afterward that the horseman
warded. When we have inflicted a
ing taken to a mixing-tub, where a chair.
was Booth. It seems that I was to have
eheckmate, what is it? It is a mighty
thorities.Postmaster General Key resmall quantity of steatite flour, simiGeorge W. Phillips, having been poor fruit for a great deal of hard
been attacked, and Mrs. Grant’s sudden
larly
manufactured,
is
added,
together
cently sent to Congress the records of
elected President for 1880, tendered thought. The nervous exhaustion of
resolve to leave deranged the plan. A
his department respecting the extent few days later I receivedan anonymous with other materials, the whole being his resignation as a member of the
made into a stiff dough. This dough is Executive Committee. The resigna- chess is one of its worst incidents. The
to which the mails were used by lottery letter from a man, saying he had been
kneaded thoroughly by passing it sev- tion was accepted,and I. H. Butterfield force which is expended in this direction wonld carry one through a coarse
companies and other swindling con- detailed to kill me, that he rode on my eral times between iron rollers. Then
was elected to fill the vacancy in the of delightful reading without any
train as far as Havre de Grace, and, as
it is conveyed to a table, where it is
cerns. The M Texas Gift Concert AssoExecutive Committee thus created.
my car was locked, he could not get in.
sense of fatigue. There is a peculiar
ciation” is described as “one of the He thanked God he had failed. I re- made into “charges ” — that is, short
The Secretary submitted the followgame
cylinders,four or five inches thick, ing report of the transactionsof the aggravation about chess.
most successful swindles”of the day. member that the conductor locked our
which has been fairly won bj the most
and containing some eight or twelve State AgriculturalSociety for 1879
patient and laborious, combinationsis
The managers of the concern divided car, but how true the letter was I can- pounds each. Four of these are placed
At the close of the official year of often lost by a single move induced by
not say. I learned of the •assassination
the day’s receipts among themselves
in a strong iron chamber, or “retort,”
1878 there was reported by the Treas- sheer wearinets.We have no desire to
as I was passing through Philadelphia.
every .evening, the unsold numbers I turhed around, took a special train, with a changeable nozzle so as to regu- urer and Finance Committee, as the
reflect upon the wonderful beauty of
late the size of the pencil, aud subjected
balance on hand, $19,027.91; during
being placed in the wheel from which and came on to Washington. It was
the problems which this game offers.
to tremendous hydraulicpressure, under
the past year the Treasurer has re- They are singularly fascinating,and
the “ prizes” were drawn. The depart- the gloomiest day of my life.”— Fount’s which the compositionis pushed through
ceived, as per his report, $33,419.28 ;
many of the sitnations in chess delight
ment also called the attention of Con- “Around the World with Grant."
the nozzle in a long cord, like a slender
the total amount being $52,447.14.
the intellect with a thrill such as cersnake sliding out of a hole, and passes
gress to the swindling concerns operatThe total amount of the premiums
At a performance of the cantata of over a sloping table, slit at right angles offered by the premium-list of the so- tain poems inspire. Bat, after all is
•ing under the titles of the “ Denver
conceded, there is more work and less
“Esther” at Dallas, Texas, Ahasuerus with the cords to gif’Wnaageto a knife
Land Company” and the “ Kansas Land was advised by somebody in the au- which cuts them if^t^ngths. They ciety for 1879 was 13,035.50, in the fol- pity in chess than any other game
lowing divisions
whicn the wit of man has devised. Ic
Company,” denouncingthem in strong dience to “cut it too fat.” The person- are then laid on’hog:"'* 7dry, and after
Offered. Awarded.
f 8,503.00 $8,514.00 should not be classifiedwith the
ator or the great Assyrian went to the a few hours arr
to sheets of A— Cattle ...................
B-nonm .................. S.4M.U0 2«48fl0
footlights and said : “This is a religious corrugated zinc,'TA erP^ahgations serv- .C-ffl,**I» .................... 1,801.00 UW.00 “ amusements.” It is an exercise, and
D-Hojm
....................
550.011 520.00 a severe one.— Cincinnati Saturday
The IndianapolisJournal sent out show, and you’ll have to be decent. ing to prevent the pi J80* from warping E Poultry
..................
240.00 Night.
_
Pm Ahasuerus just now, but after the during the procoss of baking, to which F— Farm product*,
etc ...... MW.00 *«5.00
some 6,000 circularsto all the active show Pm Sam Turner; and, if any
they are next subjected in a kiln, into G-Dalry product*, etc ...... t7«.U0 842.00
In one of the Chicago hotels there
&t7.«0
and pronounced Republicans of Indiana, duffer would like to cut it fat, then I’ll which superheated steam is introduced H— Farm implement* ....... 703
I— Vehicle* ..................
143.00 188.00 are six pianos on one floor and three on
requestingeach to indicate his first give him a mighty lively welcome.”
in pipes, the temperature being regu- J— Machinery ...............888
821.00 another.
:
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Mather, gives a lively account of the lum-

resources and prospects of the great Cana-

Saturday, Jan. 24. 1S80.

many

dian forest lands, with

of

two

illustrated papers, by

And It

is

the

versy.

Cor. of Fish

first

is a short, well-written

minor
details of the plan was a trumped up

the claims for Kansas City to

ing a young

man whose

inclinationsdiffer

occupy this

position at some future time. In the

Spijker for entertain- of

radically with those of his parents and

A Big Rush Every Day.
Large Dry Goods and Carpet
House Leading the Trade
in Michigan.

first

A

Doable Store with Five Floors
and Passenger Elevator.

Dogmas,” the

Van

writer, M.

young
make

to

A. L.

which

final

SONS.

Zeeland, Ottawa Co., Mich.

W

HOLMES,

F. HARRIS.

Manufacturersol and dealers in

known

before in their line, is

be conceded ns a fact.

A

BOOTS and SHOES

out the danger of treating the principles

had outgrown the control of his to

parents and relatives. In order

VEENEKLAA8EN*

40-tf.

Rensselaer, while acknowledging ing three or four times the amount of bus-

coming to

man who

We are also prepared to make contracts with
partieswho want to deliver wood on the railroad
track of the Chicago & West Michigan railroad,
from Grand Junction to the south of us, and to
Grand river north of us. Call, or address—

That Messrs Spring & Company arc do-

relatives,and still being a minor, the at- the great Improvements in our interior iness ever
tempt was made to make the saloon-keeper embellishmentsduring recent years, points
a forced assistant in disciplining a

will give $1.50 cash for soft wood delivered
the brlcK-vard— four-foot wood; and $2.00 for
hard wood delivered at the same place.

at

A. L. Holmes & Co.

two carefully written papers on “Decor-

ative Art and its
G.

A

paper, discussing

onage has been adopted to ruin Mr. Spij

charge against Mr.

Wo

PEOPLE BECOMING SATISFIED.

Sketches,” also illustrated,carries the

of Mr. John V. Spijkcr. It appears that reader to the Delta of tbeSumasintaRiver.
"A Future Capital of the United States”
a systematic course of persecutionand espiker’s wordly affairs, and one of the

this progress is mainly due as

glance through tbeir

and universal axioms. "The Bona- hour of

this a littlebinding on Mr. Spijker, threats partes in Exile,”

by Arthur Venuer, is

a

day, from

the

Slippers, Etc.

grand store at any

"morn

till

dewey

Washington Street,

No. 74

one who maybe

eve,” will convince any

GUAM)

HA VEX, MICH.

very entertainingpaper, supplementing skeptical on this point.
Having but recently formed our co-partnership,
lair show of being "cleaned out” by the and correcting an article on the BonaIt is hut an illustration of the business we wisli to Inform our fellow-citizens of Grand
Haven aud surroundingtowns that we have a fine
students— one student being interestedin parte family in a recent number of Har"boom.” Large sales and small profits stock of Ready Made Goods of all descriptions,
per's
Magazine.
Under
the
title
of
"The
which we offer for sale cheap. However,
the case, obtained the sympathy of several
have been advocated by merchantsfor
more, and thus became factorsin the case. Peasant-Land of Lome,” C. N. Lament
were circulated that Mr. Spijker stood a

J

Custom Made Goods

more than Mr. S. gives a pleasingsketch of some of the years. Spring & Company not only adwill remain onr Specialty.
could stomach and hung out his challenge, Hebridec Islands, the scene ol Mr. Black’s vertisethis as their policy, but they purQuality of work guaranteed,and repairing
"all ready for a clean out by the students.” Princess of Thule and Macleod of Dare, and
sue it with regard to every article kept in
done on short notice.
This challengethe students, answered by part of the future inheritance of the MarA. L HOLMES & CO.
there enormous stock.
marching 40 strong (more or less) to Mr. quis of Lome. "Wildwood Studies” is a
Guand Haven, Mich., March 1st, 1S79. 4.Vtf
Going- farther than this, they recognize
Spijker’ssaloon and entered it. To the similar but more amusing sketch of life
This threat was a

little

credit of ail concerned, be it said, no vio- in the backwoods of Virginia.

that Grand Rapids has outgrown its "In-

was used. They were requested to
leave twice, which they refused to do;

dian

lence

whereupon Mr.

S. told

“Adam and

Eve,” the new serial, by the

author of Dorothy Fox, introduces in the

them that he could present number scenes

not accommodateany more people

and

characters

in his

which will he new to American readers.

place, and for fear of overcrowding him,

There are also two very agreeable short

he told

them he

was obliged to shut his stories by Margaret Bertha

Wright and

The the author of "The Clifton Picture,” a
was left open, and poem by Elaine Goodale, and the usual
the students were made aware of the fact. varietyof reading in the "Monthly Gossip”

door, and put the key in his pocket.

back

door, however,

Of course, the students did not

this

relish.

and “Literature of the Day.”

unpleasant situation,but deemed discre-

-

tion the better part of valor, and resorted

LIBSABY OF

---

-

and told them they could

payment” days, and

is

a

city con-

demands

UNIVERSAL

(

"N

by the printing of the large editions of the
previous three volumes and the other pub-

We

licationsof the house, their facilities for

was before.

are happy

to say,

cities. Having a resident

New

buyer lu

York,

all patterns, styles,

weights, color

Dry Goods or Carpets are

ample witness.
Carrying by

.

far

the

largest stock of

any

com- manufacture having been taxed far beyond concern in this line, selling goods in great
mon sense not to join the "crusade,”and their capacity. Removing January 1st to quantities and at small profits, and having
kept aloof from joining any "cleaning out” the Tribune Building, and to the large
the noveltiesof each season as they appear,
party. We have only one suggestionto building No. 26 Beckman and No. 18
Spring & Company are justly entitled to
mak£ to the arduous “cleaning out” party, Spruce street, where their facilities will
that several students displayed the

and that is this: If "cleaning out”

is to

enable them to manufacture from 6,000 to

the heavy sales which all

who

are posted,

human prob- 8,000 volumes a day, the publishers expect know they are daily making.
more than one party can to complete the entire work within the
year, as announced. The volumes thus
play that game.
Safe, reliable,harmless and cheap is
far issued being only the reprint of the Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup. We therefore
KASONBY,
last edition of the well-known Chambers’s do not wonder at the popularity of this
A cablegramfrom Lieutenant Command- •Encyclopaedia, nothing more need be said old family medicine. The price is only

be the game, they will in all
ability find, that

.

in charge of the olndisk at of them than that they are well printed 25 cents
Alexandria, says: "Immediatelyunder and bound: their form is vastly more coner Gorringes,

the pedestal of the obelisk, and in the east
angle formed by the steps, I found a block
of hewn syenite granite, forty inches in the
cube, representing a perfect masonic altar,

under

this

and immediatelybelow I found

awhile marble slab, representing the apron,
extending across the foundation of polished
syenite granite, 102 inches long

and

51

inches broad, and 25}£ inches thick, the

octavo, and their price is cheap beyond

precedentIn book-making, so that to the
it is

a mystery how so much

can be given for a
practical printer

little

money, but

to the

and book maker, who

knows how the greatest element in modifying the cost of books is the

buyers among

whom

number

which represented rough ashlar steps, and
the foundationof which was

composed of

white granite. Beside these four pieces, I

found other less noticeableAnd important,

ence un enterprise so altogether worthy.
The publishers will send any quantity of

mason students

January 12th, 1880.

Dew

-

-**-

to soy

(pvertisementsi.

-

day of February, A.

I). 1880,
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AGENTS WANTED.

at one o clock,

the afternoonof said day. at the front door of
the conn house in the city of Grand Haven. Michigan (said court house being the building wherein
is held the circulr court for the county in which
the mortgaged premises are situated),said mortgage ,wilj be forsclosed by a sale of the premises
described in said mortgage,or so much thereol as
maybe necessary Jo satisfy the amount due on
said mortgage, interest to the date of snch sale,
and legal costs, including an attorney’s f#c of fifty
dollars, ns in said mortgage provided. The prem
ises to be sold are describedas follows, in said
mortgage:All of those certain pieces or parcels of
land, situate,lyin'? and being in the county of Ottawa. in the State of Michigan, and more particularly known and described as lots numbered three
and four, in block number forty-seven,of the city
of Holland, according to the recorded plat of the
village (now city) of Holland.

Dated November

1879.

26,

HENRY

BAUM, and
ELIZA J. STEWART.
will and testament* of Abel

may

pleased to notice the great progress of

«

FALL

gage.

J. C.

POST, Attorney

WINTER STOCK

DRY GOODS
Has Just arrived at

G.

VAN PUTTEN& SONS,
Consisting of

Bleached and unbleached

for said executors of mort48-1

3w.

MEAT MARKET
—

A

COTTONS,
All kinds of Underwear,

THE-

I3ST

Woolen Yarns,

FIRST WARD. Horse
The undersignedannounces to the Public that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meata and Sausages. By promptness and fait
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them w Ith part of tbeii
trade.
Thestand is one door west of G. J. Haverkate&
Son’s Hardware Store.

W. BUTKAU,

Blankets,

all

kinds,

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
OF THE

BEST MANUFACTURE,
MUCH

AS

„

,

Steinway

Pi anon,
Jlazelton Bros. Pianos,

Chickertng Pianos,
Gabler Pianos,
And many other makes of excellent quality.

all Colors,

Hosiery, Notions, Calicoes

and Ginghams,
AND A BEBUTIFUL VARIETY OF

Winter Dress

VAN ZOEREN.

Goods.

FRESH SUPPLY OF

1878.

GROCERIES,
CROCKERY,
Human Misery!

jfflgjm

I have opened a store on Eighth street,in the city
of Holland, for the purposeof displaying and selling

14,

no.

or all kinds' or

Executors of the last
T. Stewart, mortgagee,deceased.

Holland, July

MUSIC.

Readers of standard books will be

about the finding of masonic emblems un-

ft!
'Mi

J.

LXTEBABY ITEMS.

tion, and the Grand Rapids Democrat says:
free

BE KG— Mrs. RichardVan den Berg,

ature will be glad to aid with their influ-

ances.

^hat have

VAN DEN

aged 25 year?, died at her residence, on Monday.

tion of useful knowledge and choice liter-

This dispatch has created quite a sensa-

"

Deaths.

apply, for distribution among acquaint-

but equally significant, emblems.”

FEED-CUTTERS, CORN-811 ELLERS,

.

of

the investmentcost

descriptive catalogues, to those who

GLASS,

And

Flannels of

all

upper half hewn down into a perfect is to be distributed,the wonder would be
not that the books can be made for the
square. At the same level and touching
price, but that the number of buyers
the short sectiop of the square, and in
should be counted except by millions.
the west angle of the foundation, 1
Those who take pleasure in the disseminafound another block of syenite granite,
markedly regular in form, the surface of

a bottle.

venient than the usual unwieldlyquarto or

uninitiated

be«t quality,at vnrions prices. A complete
stock of

HARDWARE, TINWARE,

New

aiijd makes of

of

it

Of. the

in

writing the bloodless battlefield remains

as

STOVES

BAST’S RIDING SAW MACHINE
BEST THING OUT.

Volume IV, of this great work, pubwas
They then lished by the American Book Exchange, forwarded here on the day after their apdeparted, went to two or more of our Jus- New York, is ready January 15th, and pearance in the metropolis. That this
tices, to see if they could commence an volume V. will be issued about ten days new feature is appreciated, the increased
action against Mr. Spijker, but were not later. -They have been delayed somewhat sales of Messrs. Spring & Company bear
and at this hour

Prop’r.

A large assortment of

the

go or stay, as they pleased, but that he

it,

PVEFAULT having been made in the conditions
is of payment of a certain mortgage executed

VAN DER VEEN,

all kinds of Farming Implements.Repairby William 11. Doming aid Eliza Jane Denting, his lug of Tinware neatly done on short notice.
wife, to Abel T. Stewart (now deceased!, dated
J. VAN DKR VEEN.
latest novelties in all styles of Dress Goods, September twenty-fifth,A. 1)., 1871, and recorded
Holland, Nov. 1, 1879
38-dmo.
in the office of the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa
Dry Goods, Carpets and whatever pertains county, Michigan, on October twelfth. A. D. 1871,
in Liber X of Mortgages, on pace 148, on which
to the trade. Through the enterpriseof mortgage there is claimed to be due at the date of
The
this notice the sum of one hundred and fifty-three
Will SAW any also lo*» In any
this concern the ladies of our city are en- dollars and sixty-six cents ($153.60);and no propoalUon. ThousandsIn
ceedings at law or in equity having been instituted
me. Welcht of the operabled to make their selectionsfrom an as- to recover tlte debt secured by said mortgage,or
ator does all the work.
any part thereof; Now, therefore,notice is hereby
Bond for Circulars and
Pricea.
sortment as varied ns that found in
given, that (by virtue of the power of sale in salt!
mortgage contained, and the statute in snch case
York, Chicago, Detroit or any of the larger provided),on
the twenty-third

taining a population winch

going to close the door again.

encouraged in

Mortgage Sale.

J.

Monday

KNOWLEDGE.

to no violence. Mr. 8. afterwardopened
his door again,

Sts.

the Profits.

greatest consternation«e have describing in his usual flowing and graphic
style the most picturesque and interesting
heard of for a lonj; time was raised in this
of French provincial towns. The eighth
city by a party of students, variously estichapter
of Dr. Oswald’s "Summerland
mated at from 40 to 50 in number, on
afternoon, in and near the saloon

and Eighth

Edward King, The Larger the Business the Smaller

The

Monday

r,.BST

Hardware Store

Is Beyond All Contro-

good illustra-

tions. “Old and New Rouen”

“ALL BEADY TO BE CLEANED OUT.”

WANTED! L

“A FIXED FACT.”

bermen and much information about the

The Great Cause

Ju*t Published.In a Sealed Envelope,price fi cents.

A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment and
Radical cure of Seminal Weakness, or Spi-rmatorrhoea, induced by Sell Abuse, Involuntary Emslsions, Imbotcncy.Nervous Debility,and Impediments to Marriagegenerally; Consumption, Epilepsy,and Kits: Mental and Physical Incapacity,
etc.-By ROBERT J. CULVERWELL,M.D.,
author of the •* Green Book,’’ etc.

Come and
G.

se£ our

Etc,

New Goods.

Van Fatten & Sons.

BRAYING!

The world-renowned author, in this admirable The undersignedhereby iriforms his fellow-citi*
lecture,clearly proves from Ills own experience zens that be has had constructed for him a platform
that the awful consequencesof Sell-Abusemay be spring dray, something new. neat and strong, and
effectually removed without medicine, and without has other wagons and single-horsedrays to supply
dangerous surgical operations,bougies, Instru- a poptt'ar want, and is now ready to serve the
ments, ring*, or cordials; pointing out n mode of citizens of Holland In the very best methods of
cure at once certain and cflcctual,by which every draying at reasonable rates.
fSTMy dray will be on hand six days in the
sufferer, no matter what his condition msybe, may
week, rain or
cure himself cheaply, privatelyand radically.

shine.

,

jy TMs Lecture will prove a boon to thousands FOB EAIK7 WIATHIB I HAVE LABOE C0VS2S TO
and thousands.
PBEVMT THE FBEI3HT FECK
has aroused an unusual degree of interest
Sent, under real, in a plain envelope, to any adOXTTINO WET.
dress, on receipt of six cents, or two postage
in the subject of ancient masonry. Of
Orders for drays can be left at L. T. Ranters’
You
will
find
the
HOOK
&
HASTINGS’
pipe
stamps.
change, New York. Among their hooks
book store, and will always receiveimmediate
course the great desire among masons will
organs for churches, the SMITH AMKKU'AN, the
Address the
ID-1?
attention. For further particulars, or contracts,
just issued, or nearly ready, are a very KSTKY, the WESTERN COTTAGE, aud others.
l»e to determine the relationswhich these
apply to he proprietor.
fW Parties preferring any other kind of Pianos
neat edition of the Koran of Mahotnmed, or Organs can procure them by orderingthem
Ed. J. Harrington, Jr.
’EE CULVERWELL HELICAL CO,,
emblems have to modern masonry. The
Holland, Nov. 1,
88-3mo.
complete,35 cents; Macaulay’s England through me.
41 Aas Gt., NfiwYork; Post Offlce Box. 4586
question will be, Do the doctrines symbolin three volumes, $1.50; Milton’s Poetical
NO TROUBLE TO SHOW THE lySTRUA
A0WT3 WASTIDl
ized by those recently discovered emblems
uiiiiTrn ,0,00° Br*HKM BrnutT,w» °f whlch 1
75 Hfat HtlllBiArlklnlnthaWsrld; awnMESTS.
ffflU I H || make BuckeyePile Ointment, Wanrr.ic to
Works, complete, 50 cents; in the Acme
p)efr~.A<gju
BRONSON,
Prtfclt,Xlch
teach such or those akin to the modern
cart filai. AJJ-n. with H.wp, Dr. J. N. Tatolar, St- Uajs. •'»
Remember the place: In J. ALBKn's Jewelry
Library of Jfiogruphy,12 volumes formerly
order? Masonic students generally hold
Stoue.
published at $1.25 each now brought into
that modern masonry cannot be traced to
one volume for 50 cents; in Modern ClasHolland, Jan. 24,
tO-3m.
a period more remote than the 18th censics, Vicar of Wakefield, Rasselas, Piccitury. We are, however, aware that there
ola. Paul and Virginia, and Undine, all
Tolford,
Co.
are those well versed in masonic lore who
in one volume, 50 cents; nicely illustrated
Manufacturersof
hold that there is satisfactory evidence that
green aud ebony bound volumes of Arathe order existed ns early as the first cenbian Nights, Robinson Crusoe, Pilgrim’s
tury. Those who hold this position are
AMD
few in number. Be that as it may, the Progress .Baron Munchausen and Gulliver’s Travels, each 50 cents, and a book of
finding of these emblems will awaken a
humor and wisdom by the Author of
deep interest in those who have devoted
Sparrowgrass papers; all in good and
Aud WholesaleDealersIn SPICES,
time and attention to the examinationof
. WOODEN WARE, etc.
some in large type, and well and handthe subject. One thing certainly appears
somely bound in cloth. Descriptivecatae
St.
from the finding of these ancient emblems;
Hosiery, Gloveo, Shawls, Circulars, Cloaking and Ready Made
logues will be sent free on request.
and that is, that an associationvery closely
MICH.
Cloaks, all kinds of Worsted' Goods, Germantown Wool
allied to the masonic order as' known
"Tint Life and Words of Crist,” by
ul 1 Vowder Is the most popular
Derrick’s
and Worsted, Perforated Paper, in nil colors,
to day, had an existence in ancient days
articleused arVfcsent. If you have not tried it,
Geikie, heretofore published at $6.00, is then go and ask your grocer for
And a full line of
MMim.
far buck lu the records of time.”
just brought out lu a handy volume, good
der the obelisk of Alexandria? The

Among the

fact

The LiteraryRevolution” which is being pushed by the American Book Ex“

OIRGA-HTS

Publishers,

i

1879.

MONTH!

l

RANKANS.
1880.

O.

1879.

FALL AND

Goodrich &

3

$350

WINTER. 1879.

III

S:0:A:P:S

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

Baking Powders

Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Rucking,

COLLARS AND CUFFS,

E^b^ivision

frou JS

It.

LIPPINCOTT'3 MAGAZINE.

type and handsomely bound, for the price
of

*

The opening

50 cents, by the American Book Ex-

in Lippincott’s change, New York. A fine edition, wide
Magazine for February,"A Day with the margins, half Russia binding, giltton, is
Ottawa Chantier-Men,” by Frederic G. sold for $1.00.
article

KC
ULL
hSS

HERE! $5

in

U

for SO cts,

Mmk
i

SILK

(W*.

Kall.forlloa
Gnanmtreil.
DOST tMIIM.
Cn.rMti
J K)
to ttlntMe
ftluMe money-makniK
moncy-i
Secret!j 10 Kwh Picture!
| I Mafic FoudUid
Fountain Pen;.
turfij
Pen:. 2 Steel Pent: t Silrer j.litrJ
Holder: I PlainHolder;I RuBber-tip Pencil} 12 fine Enrel.
opei; ll heeu fine Paper; I |I.M Hook ; that fuany Poem,
and Chioric Secret (or floauni Bnen, (tsc money IcHinf tr
fret.)All Mnt for Fthr Oenta. Stamp! liken. Addreaa.
Jb76.1 CHIOS BOOk CU. Bonlentuwn, Sew Jeney.

L.

&

S.

A3XJD OK/A^E.
VAN DEN BERGE,

eighth street

HOEEAlSrJD,

MICH

We

We want to

Capt. J. Henry, of Kalamazoo, was in

notice the marriage of Mr. J. Aling

METROPOLITAN

call the attention of our

farmers once more to a specimen number
Saturday> town this week and sold his steam-tug
of the Wedcrn Rimer's Almanac, pubGem to parties from Muskegon.
last.
lisliod by Messrs. John P. Morton & Co.,
Ex-alderman Balkan was presented with
Died, at Jamestown, Mich., on Mondr
Our markets are quiet. Wheat sells at
of Louisville, Ky. Price 10 cents. The
bouncing young odd-fellow on Thursday
manner in which it is compiled is so terse
$1.15, and flour at $0 50; potatoes bring of last week, Henry V. Spyker, aged 0

dMtinfl

Anna Wiegmiok, on

to Miss

RESTAURANT,

f

a

night last.

Thr

topmast of our liberty pole was

consideredunsafe and the
'cil

has orden

it to

an

32 and 40c; eggs 15 cents, and butter 17 years. Mr. Bpyker was
V. Spyker of this city.
C‘UtS.

-

Common Coyn-

--

—

—

Regiment hand

are building

to the point, and the

and

Messrs. Keppel & Do Roo, of

one of Germany’s fam-

is

and

-

Prop. Hen nig, leader of the Second

be repaired thoroughly.

uncle of John

Z.

a warehouse near their

matter so useful

This Is at pri<aut ihc most popular

OYSTER
HOUSE

profitable,that a casual glance will

show

Jo

Boney Carpenter, Prop’r

merits Instanter. U uder the head

its

of selectionsit gives an amount of useful

rui

•

is not generally known
nor published,and therefor worth ten
IN THE CITY OF URaND RAPIDS,
business is increasing with them.
fore an appreciative audience on Wednes- some of his celebrated solos.
times its entire cost. It contains a poem
-day evening. It is highly spoken of by
Mr. H. Buhrman, editor of the Vryhclde under the head' “ Go West, Young Man,” Nos. 12 and 14 Canal Street,
The
ScientificAmerican has quite an
good critics.
which, together with Us side notes, is
Opposite Sweet’s Hotel.
article about the reappearanceof sma'’- Banier, Mr. J. de Groene, Mr. B. LindeMn. Q. Hankins has kindly consentedto pox in this country, and winds up by ad- man, and two more gentlemen left Grand worth the price of the Almanac alone.
You will find all GAME in their season,
allow the use of one of his grand pianos, vising the people to vaccinate and revacci- Rapids on Wednesday last for a trip to the Space forbids us to speak more iu deiail

Thk Hon.

Wm.

Parsons, lectured be

ous musicians,and will favor us

-

to accompany Prof. Herfnig’s solos at the nate, as
Second Kegiment band concert next week.

--

During a

with

information which

•

--

way

the only

road station,of 30x50. This shows that

to prevent its spread.

about this beautiful Almanac, but we feel

and every

safe in predicting that its circulation will

you

Netherlands.

recent visit to the flourishing

The Muskegon

Chronicle was out last

increase tenfold, by steadily persuing the

Herald has, in the suburb, Zeeland, we had occasionto see week with an extra edition of several course they have adopted. We congratuplace of a reply to our article about it, several of her most prominent business pages showing the commercial advantages late the publishers on the production of so
two weeks ago, a regular old grandmother men. They all reported a fair business, of their city. It was pretty well illus- good an Almanac for so little money.
trated, and was a huge advertisementfor
iirt^re
whine— so eminentlyBenham— and it was ^nd deprecated the sudden deptjrt
Go try the new barber! Mr. Charles
that city.
bo poetic.
good sleighing.
Harmon has of .ned a new b1 -her. shop
Our city government has given $50 to next dear to the Phamix hotel in the place
The weather during the past week has
Mr. G. Daltnan, brought us an egg thi
he used by the Committee on Roads and ft ,ne ly occupied as a saloon. M". H> •been damp and unpleasant.On Thursday week
it mensVVUCIX which
•*
1 weighs 8}^2 ounces;
w
— *
mn will l. ke crp dal pf'nslo suit l':’
the rain of the previous night turned into ures 7% inches lengthwisecircumference, J Bridges in conjunctionwith the Highway custom s by giving cm artistictreatsnow, which melted as fast as it fell. The and 0}'2 incites around the other way. His Commissioner of the Township for the re ment. He will pay especial ai*. lion )
winter is decidedly open; too open for hens are a cross of Brahmas and Spanish. pair of the bridge on 16th street, between hair cubing: ' i\ ssing. Don’t m' ‘the
plrce— next door to the Phoenix hotel.
Land street and the Cemetery.
good business.
Who can heat this.
Bo-tr.

effort will be

at home, and

feel

ter to

Thr Grand Haven

II

I v/

1

»» V/

1

1

Mr. W. Bacon fjurid a pocket-booklast
At a recent meeting of the Rebekah List of letters remaining in the pos'week containing twenty-fivedollars in Lodge of this city, the followingofficers office at Holland,Mich., Jan. 22, 1880:
money and several papers. The papers were elected and installed: Mrs. H. M. Edward A. Boore, S. L. Smeard, David
indicated that the properly belonged to Dangremond, N. G.; Mrs. Thos. McMas Bower, B. Trens, Alex. Edwards, A. K.
Mr. F. Bird, to whom it was presented, ter, V. G.; Mrs. G. S. Docshurg, R. S.; Fraser, Hugh Sherman. *
Wm. Verbekk, P. M.
and who felt grateful enough to reward and Mr. B. P. Higgins, Treas.
the honest finder.

Mr. Chas. Wasson has sold his interest
Mr. Chas.

J. Otis, recently

from Grand

Haven, entered upon bis duties
master ou Monday

last,

as station-

vice Mr. Bnutn-

A clergyman

who was

Regular Meals only 25
I

We

late them.

call the attention of our

Drothcrs, on the corner of Monroe and Ionia sta.
IH* "ti

Three doors East

1

The

proceedings of the Board of Super- rich «& Co., of

visors are printed in pamphlet form at this
office. The last of the work was done on

Grand Rapids. Mr.

Wm.

Reformed church

pews of the

the Supervisors will all he in possession of

duced

this

his

matchlessbaking powder. See gan

and

them in a day or two, and we hope they advertisementin another column.
may preserve a copy of this job to comAs

pare with future work.

fine a pair of

cows were taken

This new store will keen

for two years, the other

church services has

This

live

of J.

-

Kuitc to-day.
-«•»-

by the same element that opposed

Co.’s butter. tub facto-

from Zeeland

six

is in full blast. The last necessary

mostly young

cattle,

lathe was put in position a few ^days ago,

out West. This

and once more the Holland Butter Tub we have noticed

is

to the rich prairies

hope the pluck

company has shown in

this

rebuilding this en-

terprise will ho rewarded

by success in

made

a lively day of it for Zeeland,who

and have

The

duce, two car loads of potatoes.

it

?

pleasant evening.

Where arc our young

ladies?

We

them?

neck

tie party in a

few days.

a

It is refresh-

ing to notice that the abundance of ncri-

mony and

manner on Wednesday evening last.

He

retired to his bed and took one of his sus-

unsociability at present reign-

ing supreme in this

city,

has not spread

throughoutthe whole Colony.

had

a

small stick of wood with him

-

to parties at

Beaver Cloths
AND

ITEMS.

eye of our music-lovingyoung people,

about his trip to the new Holland Colony

is

it

the new music store of Mr. G. Rankins,

in North Carolina, calling the attention two doors west of our office. He showed

—
A Complete assortmentof Children's and Infanta
shoes for fall and winter,andafullllne of
Ladles’ and Uentleman'awear.
-:o:-

AT COST!

grows on good

soil; here it is

a

__

In fact, everythingIn the way of winter goods

Rankans exhibits

goods to take advantage ol this

f, f .

The

best news we have heard in a Ion

umn,

pon & Bertsch tannery. Ground has been
broke and work has commenced to enlarge
the beam house to considerableextent.
Over one hundred new vats are

to be built,

making a total of nearly 300 vats. The

company will employ from 25

to 30

more

hands, and intend to manufacture about
one-third

At

the

more per year than

previously.

annual meeting of the stockholders,

We

clipped an item from the Grand

this tannery is

the erection ot a

new

addition to their shingle mill, putting in

papers iu our issue of last week; four new boilers,and seven double block
cutting machines. They expect to cut
jtating that the Second Regiment Band
one million shingles per day. When comas to come here and give a concert on
hursday, the 22d Inst. This seems to be pleted, will be the largest shingle factory
tyceum Hail inform us that an arrange
ment has been made with that band

come and give

us a concert

to

on Thursday

evening next, Jan. 29th. This concert is
held at Grand Rapids, on .Tuesday last, a
got up for the benefit of the Hall, and all
tremendous dividend was declared, makthe proceeds above expenses will be used
ing every stockholdergoing home happy.
The same presidentand directors were to pay off the indebtednesson the furniture, chandeliers, etc., for this reason it is
®lected. We are happy to chronicle such
hoped the entertainmentwill be well patProgress among our manufacturing inter•^Ma. It tvDI ^ readily conceded that the ronized by our people. Tickets for sale
enlargementof

Akely are building a la.we

ipids

mistake. The gentlemen in charge of

in the

United States.

Howard Chillis,

contractor, died ot the

City Hotel, in this city,

at

4 a. m.,

Wednes-

day, after an illness of three weeks.

He

was an enterprising,honest, social gentleman, and leaves hosts of friends. His
funeral takes place

on Friday afternoon,

under charge of the free-raasonsof this
city.

Our

sheriff,

factory, because

it ia

arrangement. has been

made

to

FEATHERS,

MIG,

RU88IA8,
TIBS,

HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
and all kinds or

Corner Canal and Bronson,

accommo- “grand

larceny," and

FANCY GOODS.
Halr-DrcssIng
done, and Switches made

PROF. HARRIS’ RADICAL CURE
JOB SPERMATOBBHffiA.

SEMINALPASTILLE”
ValnMe DUooverr

(5^
Ann o*«

N*w Departurela Maiktl Sclaaea, an aatirclr
Hair 004 po»i«i»rly
tffaclivo Remedy lor ti» fpaodr
and permtneatCara m
Seminal Emissions

*

was sentenced for

two years to the State prison; Leevis van
be called an experiment. The addition to date those who cannot be there early, to
Oort, having plead guilty to arson, was
secure
reserved
seats
at
35
cents.
The
diathis tannery will make it the largest one in
sentenced to 90 days in the House of Corgram
of
the
Hall,
to
reserve
seats,
can
he
the state. Long may it prosper,is our,
rection at Ionia.
found at L. T. Kanters.
wish.

FHCBN’IX
Planing Mill

tba only

wty, vlsi Direct
awn Htmtt true
Applicationlo tba prl»-

IN

31-3mo.

M*

Impotsno/by

mn

to order.
and see our aelectloni. We aball deem It a
pleasnre to ahow our goods.
K. F. METZ A BISTER.
Call In

A

In rebuildingour

new shop we have purchased
entirely new

Machineryof

____ Ibt ordiai
dlairy yonuiit of tlfo;it lo
rftra with
doc* rot ________
quickly dutolrcd tod oooa obiorbcd,producing an
Olule ooothiortad roatontiro elect upon Ibr miiwI and
n.rtnti*orguitatiM* wreckedfrom *»U atu*e and txccuec,
»tf[i|.io|tba drain from tba •yiicm, rertorlnjthe mind to
health and sound tnomor/. ramnfia* Ibe Dimnss*71
Sicht, Nervous Debility, Confualon of Ideas. Avercion to Society, etc* etc^ and the appowaoca o< premature Old ace uoualljr occoapanylrf Urn iroubio, and re»tnfwe perfectSexual Vigor, where it hii been dormant tor
year*. Thb modi of treatment baa itetd the leM in very
•evert eaaea, and h now a pronounced meet*. Drags are
loo macb preoenbed In theoo tronblei,and, a* many can bear
witneaoto, with but littleU any permanent food. Thera i« no
Nonaeoee aboot thla Preparation. Irartical obaervalloa
enit.ea
oi to pooiUvelyguarantee that It win fire sotisfaetlon.Dorinf Iho tiihi year*that il his teen la «Menl ate. we have
thouwudi of tMtimonuIa at lo !U taloe.anditit now conceded
by the Medical I rofcnioa to bo II.- moot rationalmeant vat
ducormd of reaebiuf and corlnf Ihlt very peeralnt trouble,
that it well known to be the eaooq of untoU ml.ory to to many.

(he most Approved Patterns,

.

imm#-

Joos Verplanke,started on

at L. T. Kanters and Dr. Schi mien’s drug Thursday morning for Jackson,having in
better than
store. Price of admission, 25 cents. An charge, George Glass, who plead guilty to

already established on too firm a basis to

HATS, BONNETS,

tug is being built at Loulitt’s

&

or

Warner’s Health Preserving Corsets.

Boiler steam pressure, 100 pounds.

Boyden

time is about ‘the enlargementof the Cap-

5th.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

settlers.

16.

A LAROl'AND

which wil[

six for conviction.

orates the opinions of previous writers, is fine, .and we are pleased to notice that shipyard, for Caulfield & Whalin, of Manviz: that the prospects ore good for he handles only the very best makes. Call istee, Mich. Lengthof keel, 54 feet; beam,
at his store and judge for yourself, after 14 feet; depth of hole, 7 feet; engine 14x
reading his advertisementin another col-

sale,

MONDAY, JAN*

the “Beach Tree.”

A New

METZ & SISTER,

COMPLETE FALL S10CK

named

will pay those In want of the above

letter of

Ctflony, and Rev. Kriekard corrob- pianos and organs Mr.

E. F.

thing In the shape of woolen goods Is advancing,

Several partiesare preparing to go to the Doornink, Wm.

New

Millinery Store

will be marked dowq to actual cost, and as every-

their mill

1, 1877.

AT THI

AT COST!

It

US.
HEROLD.

JUST RECEIVED

WOOLEN HOSIERY

from Hamilton, Allegan
commenceon
Co., to this city, and will place it wlierc
formerly was the Rysdorp & Co’s mill at

the reverse. Moerdyk, B. Dosker, John Kdtvls, D. J. and
Kotvis. The array of

CALL AND SEE
Holland, Mich., Sept.

enclosed, and will

recommendationfor the
The jury in the case of the People «.
sion we have in Michigan for pine lands, Western Cottage Organ, from the follow- Geo. Eddie, for burglary, after being out
is not applicable in North Carolina. The ing well-known gentlemen of Grand Rap- 17 hours, failed to agree and were dispine is differentin North Carolinaand ids: G. Dusker, B. A. Beneker, Wm. charged. The jury stood six for acquittal
of our farmers to the fact, that the aver- us

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

inattrass factory building of

weeks.

hours,

at

B.

is

all

HEROLD,

E.

AT COST!

be finished and running in about three

moved

Rhubarb.

OF

Just received

f

Van

The steam barge Snook, from Whiteunknown to the rest of the family, for he
hall,
Mich., Geo. McBride Master, on her
was found strangled by his own hands,
way
to Chicago, arrived at this port
having used the suspenderand a piece of
Wednesday
to “coal up.”
wood for a pry, or a lever. We have not
learned any cause for the singular act. /
Messrs. K. Brouwer & J. Vos have reIk there is any one thing that takes the

of

BOOTS & SHOES
—
—

Well, then stop

Pcotwaler,Mich.

M. H. Crengcr & Co.

PILLS

IT ID

Compound Syrup

V. Squires has sold his tug Mes-

also,

Rev. A. Kriekard, of Grand Rapids,
has an article in De Hope of this week,

-A.

—

A new platform is being laid along the
west side of the D. G. H. & M. R. R. pas-

were also told that the Zee- penders along with him, and must have

land young ladies are going to give

_

AND ENPECEANT

Don't it go a

confirm to your ideas.

-

Hebbr

The new

that village,and had a

The above firm are the manufacturaraof DR.

A Large and Fine

A man by the name of Knooihuizen,77
of last week the young years of age, residing at or near North senger depot.
Zeeland gave a leap-year party to Holland, committed suicide iu a singular
men of

everything else belonging In a well

LAITKBTS hew stock:
AT COST!
—

On Tuesday
the young

Medicinaluse only,)

Prescriptlonacarefully compound at
day or night

enough to obstruct

tug boat Phebe, owned by the

pairs.
'

Liquors,

stockeddrug store.

AT COST!

Toll Brothers is receiving thorough re-

shipped the same day, besides other pro- senger

business.

ladies of

(for

And almost

Cloakings

large shipments of cattle

awaiting their of the prairies; then to be returned and
•fulfillment,and the prospects are good for sold as fat cattle for shipment East. It

We

Wines &

F::U::R::S

all lestheticand material progress

GRAND HAVEN

the second time that

assortmentof

finest

AHTI-BIL10CS

the

car loads of live stock,

ment. Large orders are
a large business.

still powerful

little too fast for

turning out work ready for ship- to the West to be fed on the natural grass

is

is

almost

it,

Van Putten &

factory

ment

the rotation of the Earth

---

Mole, Cipro,

SCHOUTKN’b

singing of psalms in four parts by a large

there were shipped

Toilet

will probably have to be postponed

able to get some good meat— off the block in this city. Could not this element stop

On Tuesday last
ry

It is also en-

chance to go and hear couraging for our citizens,who will he

is a beautiful

one of America’s eloquent sous, whose
name has become so familiar by the famous scandal case of Tilton m. Beecher.G.

stock.

COST!

AT COST!

fallen through,

in this

improving their

supply of the best

Writing Material, Snuff,
And the

Ieaver Shawls

city. The animals were raised by singing society in that church several
ture at Grand Haven, on Wednesday eve- Mr. D. Miedema, and belong to the Dur- years ago, as many of our citizens will
ning, February llth. The admission is ham breed. They brought a good price, remember. We confess that we are sorry
only 50 cents, and the lecture will he over and thus the farmers reap their reward for to notice that this ultra-conservative elein time to take the 9.30 train for this city.

a full

Mm Mmm

one more generation. It was antagonized
to the

butcher ou Thursday last, as we have seen
learn that Theodore Tilton will lec-

for

V AT

SrH,. 0

^
First

makes regular business trips through cided to purchase an organ at a cost of
Colony, and he has successfullyintro- about $130. The purchase of a large or-

firm,

FK-OPK-IETOE..
and finest

Derrick, the well-known baking-powder day, yielded almost $800 per year. The
man, a member of the above mentioned Sabbath school of this church have de-

Wednesday evening, and on Thursday the
binder commenced his work. We trust

We

renting of the

of Kruiscnga's Store.

Dr.E.A.Schouten,

the balance of our

Lamp.

The

WARD

FIRST

AT COST!

readers to

the advertisement of Mess. Tolford, Good-

have opened a branch place In the basement

formerly occup'ed by the well-knownfirm of Crosby

m,CLOAKS

Safety

positions in their estimation, we congratu-

ots.

WHITER GOODS DRUG STORE,

common

terest in the

alacrity.

ALWAYS ON HAND.

Spring Lake Republican. Mrs. kerosene lamp “Scarcly less than a hand
assistant at the Chicago depot. Since Woodliullmanages the paper herself,and grenade with a slow fuse.” He very
both these gentlemen have procured better feels confident of making a success of it. earnestly endorses the Harris & Smith
gartel, resigned. Mr. Baumgartel is now,

to minis-

FINE LldUORS and CIGARS

Having quite a largo stock of winter goods on
a narrow escape into the use ot safety hand, which we do not wish to carry over, and In
lamps, calls kerosene “little better than order to make room for spring purchases we offer
the

make

to

your wants with

kindnessand

frightened by

Lake Shore Commercialto Mrs. L.
E. Woodliull, who is now sole .proprietor.
Mr. Wasson has since purchased an in- domesticateddynamite,” and
in the

made

And we are

confident

we can

aatisfy til

who

want

Planing, Matching,
OB

Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE

A

STEAM

AND THI

Mt

permanent cure,onieot in tceer* cue*.)
('ntiar over three montha, will atop emlttiont and .....
virnr in Iho wont eat**.)17. Sent by mall, aaaled.in plain
wrappera. Full
for using will acoom-

effect n

DIRECTIONS

tom leal a
DaSerinOve FompMet flvlof Anatomies!
y >*od
ikeptictl
illuatration*, which will cojrincr tba stoat aheplieai
ffllluai
«d. and
nt they can ba raitored to perfect manhood.
tlfceltd.
tied for the duties of lift, oamo a* if n*ve» tfc
----I by the/
, .tut Staled (or atom? la any not. hold
the,

\
I
V

Aseat
HA?.r*:3

ONLY

HCSEDY co.mfgckemists.

Market and bth

Lu.

ST. LOUIS. MO.

DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH

AND BLINDS,

Or anything In our line manufactured on abort

n0la£lY . WEBKMAN

A VAN ABK.

UNDER THE STyRS.

across its disk, impelled by the tradewind, and, as the corvette's bell announced the hour of midnight, the final
ray of the Inminous orb danced and
shimmered across the bright, bubbling
waters, and disappeared beneath the
horizon, The stars and planets twinkled
and flickered above, reflected in myriad
numbers by the bright water below.
Unable to court slumber, Jack Hayes
sought the quarter-deck,where the officer of the watch was slowly pacing to
and fro.
“ Where is the brig, Mr. Lorner?”
u Down to leeward, sir, and some dis-

BT CLKMATIS.
Ob
Ota

waters of March that reaaeleaa flow
I tanmau hearta with their tides of woe;

!

OreV riven* of frriet.of pain and tears.
That the atari look on thronith the passing yean;
Ota! the torrentsof am that hopeleea flow,
Ttao bitter blasts that o'er human lives blow;
Oh I the cruel face* behind prison bars.
That uiockiuply stare at the beautifulstars;
Ota! the misery and sin u^der the stars,
The beautiful stars.

The schooner

lay a helpless wreck

arms, the nooses placed about the hardthe water, while the frowning battery ened villains’ necks. Five minutes for
of the corvette stared tbe blood-stained prayer was allowed, which was conrascals in the face.
With a desperate courage, worthy of
a better canse, the pirates worked with

desperation to clear away the wreck,
which prevented them from working
their gnus. Bat as the boats of the
Port Fire dashed alongside they manned
the low bulwarks,outting and Rowing
Bee the pale mother as she kneels by her bed,
at the blue-shirted seamen, knowing
And the atan cast a halo o’er her silveredhead,
Praying for a dear one in anguish of heart,
full well that they were fighting with
Who never has chosen the betterpart;
halters about their necks.
Who ioug ugo wandered far from his home,
Every inch of the deck was disputed,
And left his poor mother alone, ah! so loue,
Under the scan, the pitying atars.
and it was not without some slain and a
tance astern.”
lew desperate wounds that the crew of
44 Ah, yes. I think I can make her
And th« wan mourner as he bends o’er the bier,
And drops a bitter and anguishedtear;
out. But -hark 1 Surely that was the the corvette gained a foothold.
Only one year ago she stood by his aide,
The man-of-warcould easily have
report of a pistol There it ip again—
And the sun ne'er shone oa a lovelierbride;
Now the stars shine on a still,white face,
and screams, as true as we are afloat. blown the pirate out of water as she lay
Wsxeu hands folded with a silent grace;
Keep her off, sir. Gall all hands to at her mercy, rolling to and fro under
Fled from him now all joy and mirth.
make sail and I’ll report tc Capt. Jenk- the heavy guns of the corvette, but with
All his hopes buried io the silent earth—
Under the stars, the sorrowingstars.
ins. There is some rascally business the lady on board such decided action
going on aboard of that brig which we was impossible.
Here stoops a miser, sallow and grim,
0 er his batteredcoffersfilled to the.brim;
The leader of the gang was a huge,
must have a nearer' look at.”
Not a joy for him does the whole earth hold
In
obedience
to
the summons of the burly fellow, who wielded his cutlass
But to count ln the starlighthis yellow gold;
boatswain’smate, tbe crew rapidly with skill and deadly effect. Seaman
Nothing to him the want and woo
That the stars look on an they onward go.
gained their stations, and in five min- after seaman went down before him as
Only lives to worship his yellow gold
utes the Port Fire, under a cloud of he fought like a tiger at bay.
Till he sleeps alone in the silentmold
Under the stars, the golden star*.
With a clash the cutlass of the descanvas, was again heading for the brig.
The battery bad been cut loose, the perate scoundrel crossed with the blade
Here a gannt prisoner,hands stained with blood;
Memories pour o'ar him jn a bitter flood—
crew peeping forth through the open wielded by Jack Hayes, who had atMemories of chMdhood and a stainlessyouth.
ports as they rapidly neared the stranger. tempted in vain to engage the rascal.
Of a mother who taught him the ways of truth.
In a loud voice Capt. Jenkins hailed Suddenly, before a cut could be made
Now be shivcringlylists to the clank of his chains,
Abd wonders can he e’er wash from his hands the to know what was the cause of the by either party, the pirate staggered,
stains:
his cutlass spun through the air, while
dlarm.
And he hopelessly stares through the rusty bars
At the ceaselessmarch of the beautifulstars.
“Nothing at all," was the ready re- he, groping wildly with his hands, fell
; sponse. “The crew were mutinous,
prostrate on the deck. A random ball
Tonder a Magdalenin the dim starlight
Wonders in sin through tire darkness of night;
and I fired my pistolsover their heads.” bad pierced his heart, and with Lis fall
Here a wanderer, steeped in sin to the lips,
“Rather strange, that, Mr. Hayes - the gang lost courage, threw down their
Though he loathesthe cup that be eagerly sips;
arms, and sullenly allowed themselves
| eh?”
Mothers with children crying for bread;
Mothers watching o’er their silent dead.
;
“Yes, sir; and that voice does not to be ironed and transferred to the
Ah I the auguish and woe of the hnmaii heart,
sound line the one who hailed me Port Fire.
The misery and sin that'sof life a pai t
Under the stars, the pitiless stars.
Entering the cabin, Jack beheld the
the first part of the evening, saying he
was
the
only
one
who
could
speak
Enform
of a female stretched on the tranMotherand mourner shall their loved ones meet?
som, half concealed by the flowing
Miser and wandererwill He In mercy greet?
glish.”
Ma«dalen and prisoner will He wash In His blood?
“You are right, sir. Sail away the drapery of a curtain. Attired in a loose
Bid them be clean ere they cross the dark flood?
ffrst cutter. We’ll take a look at him, but well-fitting dress of white, which
Shull they be found withoutblemish or stain?
Shall they sing the sweet anthems where Be joy- anyway.”
was confined at her waist by a broad
fully reigns.
Scarcely had the falls of the boat blue sash : her hair black and luxuriant,
Above the stars, the paling stars?
Atplito.v. Wii.
been cast loose when a voice, mo filed falling around her waist, the bright
olive complexion, small bauds, exquisand compressed, was heard
THE CREOLE.
“WTe are boarded by pirates,” fol- itely-turnedankle, and the tiny foot
lowed by a heavy thud and a low which peeped from beneath the f#lds
BY AN OLD BALT.
of her dress proclaimed her at once to
groan.
be
a native of Jamaica, better known,
In
an
instant
the
armed
boat’s
crew,
In 1820, the waters in the vicinity of
perhaps,
as an English Creole.
headed
by
a
senior
Lieutenant,
had
the West India islands swarmed with
She had fainted from excess of terror,
fierce, ruthless pirates, respecting leaped over the side, tbe oars struck
neither sex or the flag of any country. the water with a simultaneous splash, the terrible uncertainty of her position,
Many a rich merchantmansuddenly as the excited seamen exerted them- together with the noise and excitement
disappeared, without a trace aemaining selves to the utmost to dash alongside of the engagement,proving too much

I

sumed in ribald jest.
With a wave of his hand

the Lieutenant replaced his watch in bis pocket,
the men grasped the lines with a firm
grip, and the next instant the last of
the piraticalgang swung suspended in
mid air.
All traces of the execution were carefully removed before Rose was allowed
to visit the broad deck of the corvette.
Every precaution was taken to soothe
her, and none tried harder or with more
success than Jack Hayes.
Her beauty, intelligence,winning
manners, together with the mantle of
misfortune which had so suddenly enveloped the Creole, all tended to excite
the deepest feelings of love and sympathy in the manly bosom of the Lieutenant.

Every opportunitywas seized by
Jack to court the society of the fair
Creole, and before the Port Fire dropped
anchor in the harbor of her destination
the two were evidentlyon the best of
terms.
Tne old gray-haired Captain smiled
softly to himself as ho noted the young
people together, and during the succeeding twelve months, when the vessel was not cruising, he allowed his
executive every chance to visit the fair
orphan.
Finally the announcement was ihado
of the approaching marriage of the two,
and the entire ship’s company were
present when the ceremony was performed, the old Captain giving the
bride away.
Jack soon after resigned to look after
the immense interests of his wife’s property, and around the hospitable board
of the planter and ex-Lieutenant none
found a warmer welcome than his old
friends and shipmates of the Port Fire.

for her.

Port Fire bad
Before the Lieutenant,somewhat
slowly
forged
ahead
of
the
brig,
her
perplexed
at the situation, could take
merchantmen were forced to carry both
maintopsail to the mast, shiveringand measures to bring the maiden to herguns and extra men, the Navy Departepa
ment fitted out the corvette Port J?
Fiire, shaking as she came up and fell off from self a carpenter’s mate hastily entered
peculiarly adapted, from her great speed the wind. About three cables’ length the cabin, reporting the prize as rapand light draught of water, to cruise to the leeward of the brig was the low idly sinking. The pirates had scuttled
successfully in the shoal waters of the hull and bare, rakish masts of a her, determined that she should not
fall into the hands of the victorious
West India station. The vessel was schooner.
The quick eyes of Jack Hayes de- man-of-war’smen.
commanded by Ralph Jenkins, whose
Hastily taking the insensiblegirl in
hair had grown gray in the service of tected her in a moment, and his orders
his country, while his First Lieutenant came sharp and clear from the quarter- his arms, Jack hastened from the sinking wreck, regained the corvette, deand executive officer was a Georgian, deck.
44 Clear away the starboard battery
positing the burden on the cushioned
Jack Hayes by name.
It was toward the close of a long Load with grape! Sail-trimmers, to transom of Capt. Jenkins’ cabin, where
sunny day in March that the look- your stations! Fill away the main- every attention was devoted to her.
Soon her eyes opened, only to close
out on the foretopsailyard reported, yard I”
As
the
corvette
gathered
headway
again
with a shudder, while a sigh es“Sail 0!”
“ Where away?” demanded the officer and moved through the water he gave caped from her lips. Gradually she
!

;

Out in Ibe cold now I'm wonderingalone,
Far from my friendi and far from my home;
Far from the ncene* of my childhood so dear.
Shrinking before the cold world'! heartleu jeer.
.

Once I bad friends I thought loving and true;
Once, amid pleoanre and nonor, I grew;
Once. Ob ! tua word hu a sorrowful tone.
For pleasure ban left me and honor In gone.
Children at one time I fondled with glee:
Where are tbty now, with li.-hthearts and free?
Where are the dear onea 1 once loved bo well?
Why have they left me, can any one

tell?

.

Ah ! I remember my poor wife had died;
Myself and mv two sons stood clone by her side;
Sue took both their hands, and whispering said—
Take care of thy father when mother Ib dead.
\
The homesteadI gave them; ’twaa all I could give:
Beneathits old roof th»y said 1 could live.
But soon a change came, and I,. poor Qud old,
Was turned from its threshold out in the cold.

Father, forgive them the deed they have done,
Though they have plenty and I have none;
Though their old father le left all alone,
Far from the ones he km a, far from his home.
Boon the cold waters of death rippling by
Will waft my frail spirit to regions on high;
There will I meet my dear children of old.
That once turned their father out iu the «>ld.
Applbtok, Ohio.

PITH AND POINT.
Laid on

the table — The table-cloth.

To the

sluggard every year

is

sleep

year.

A bio tree is the best boughing ac
quaiutanoe for a hot day.

A tree may be downcast, and not
may be blown down,

chop-fallen. It

instanee.

for

•

Fast horses only should be

clipped,

therefore do not clip your horse unless
he is a clipper.

The older the tree the more rings it
has. It is very much the same way
with a city.

“What struck you most in Italy?” a
newly-returnedtraveler is asked. “The

“Blessed are the piece-makers,”said
the small boy, who dropped a costly
DeMusset always declaredthat porcelainornament.

Alfred

be bated dogs for the reason that twice
It is the easiest thing in the world to
in bis life an animal of the canine race
discover all the grease spots on a man’s
had come within an ace of wrecking his
coat when you don’t like him.
fortunes.

A man and lion met one one night,

But they 11 never meet again.
time was at a royal hunting
For the man ran away with all his might,
party when the poet, Louis Philippe’s
And the Hon with all hia main.
guest, when a bird was flashed, fired
Jones, being told be looked seedy,
hastily and sent the citizen King’s faand asked what business he was in, revorite pointer to meet Cbrberns.
plied, “The hard-wear business— look
The second time was, when a candi- at my wardrobe 1”
date for the academic, DeMusset went
Jay Gould’s success in managing
to pay the customaryvisit to an influrailroads
is explained by the fact that
ential immortal whose chateau was in
his father used to keep a switch for his
the environs of Paris.
At the moment that the poet rang at especial benefit.
“If there’s no moonlight, will you
the gate an ignoble whelp of incredible
ugliness, covered with mud, rushed to meet me by gaslight, dearest Juliana?”
meet liim with joyous barkr and fawned “No, Augustus, 1 won’t,” she replied;
upon him to the detriment of the poet’s “I’m no gas-meter.”
new pantaloons.
Samson is the name of a San FranDisgusted as DeMusset was, it would cisco actor. If he follows the example
have been perilous to drive fi tho im- of his illustrioas namesake he will cermortal’s faithfuldog, so be was com- tainly bring down the house.
pelled to let the frightful animal lick
A bachelor editor, who had a pretty
his hands, cover him with caresses and unmarried sister, lately wrote to one
mud, and precede him to the drawing- similarly circumstanced,“Please exroom.
change,” thinking it no robbery.
A moment later the academician enHe told me that be was now regulartered. DeMusset noticed his embarly engaged as a writer for one of the
rassment, at which be was not surprised,
leading dailies. His honest old mothconsidering the behavior of the aninal.
er said, “ Writing wrappers at $3 a
They adjourned to the dining-room, week.”
followed by the dog, which, after giving
There was the potential promise of
vent to his delight by various gambols
a thorough-going
Pharisee in the pious
and cries, placed two muddy paws on
little boy who was heard to say, “0
the cloth, seized the wing of a cold
chicken, and began contentedly to de- Lordl make Brother Bill as good a boy
as I am 1 ”
vour it.
“That’s the most abominablebrute I , “If -you marry Grace,” exclaimedan

T

ie first

:

In the meanwhile Jack Hayes, by
“Try the effect of our forward guns,
A smart little breeze had sprung np, Mr. Hayes. Let the Captains of the directionof his commander, had been
and with royals and top-gallantsails battery aim high. On no account bull enacting a drama on deck.
All hands had been piped aft. and
down on the cape, courses hauled np her for we might injure the lady. Cripand staysails stowed, the corvette edged ple his spars, and we’ll soon be along* the First Lieutenantbriefly stated to
them all the character and calling of
off to wmdward, running a parallel 1 side.”
Carefully the gunners trained their the schooner lately captured and decoarse to die brig, which lumbered
along, creaking and groaning in every pieces, and soon huge rents in the can- stroyed. The prisoners, some ten in
vas could be seen. A shower of splint- number, bad been canght in the act of
timber.
'The moon was sinking to rest in the ers from the mainmast soon followed, piracy, with the blood of their victims
west, obscured every few moments by and a moment after the lofty spar top- still red on their hands.
Whips were rove off from the yardlight, fleecy clonds that moved slowly pled over the side.
class.

BT B. B. LOXd.

Alfred DeMusset and the Dogs.

the order;
recovered her full powers of animation,
of the deck.
“Loed* your guns, take good aim, and gazed wildly about her.
“ Right ahead, sir!”
fire!”
In a soft, low, soothing tone the old
“ Can yon make her out?”
“I can’t say exactly, sir; but she
The Hash of the guns lit up the water commander soon calmed her fears,
looks like a brig.”
with a momentary glare, followed by the allayed the feverish excitement and asAll hands were called to make sail, groans and imprecations of wounded sured her of her safety. There 'was
and, clothed in folds of snow-white can- men. Again came the orders from the nothing to fear all danger had vanished
the last vestige of the bloody craft had
vas, the Port Fire rapidly neared the quarter- deck:
stranger.
“Load! Solid shot— run out one point sunk beneath the waves, and, as daylight
in flaming colors tinged the eastern
Th* wind was rapidly dying out, blow- abaft the beam— fire 1"
ing in fitful gusts and flaws from off the
Again did the streams of fire burst horizon, the corvette was standing for
land, then from a point right ahead, from the side of the corvette. The the brig with alj sail set.
ever heard of,” thought DeMusset, and
Rose Foster's first inquiry was for
and finally boxing all around the com- smoke of the guns hung over the water,
continued aloud, “You are fond of dogs,
pass. At last a dead calm rested on the so that it was impossible to ascertain the welfare and safety of her dear
I see.”
water with the exception of a few spirts the execution done by the iron missiles, father. They had left their valuable
“Fond of dogs! ” echoed the immorof air aloft, which occasionally filled but the crash of timbers and a cloud of plantation to indulge in a little pleasure
tal. “I hate dogs.”
the light sails of the corvette, forging splinters that fell pattering in the excursion, traveling through France,
“But this animal here?”
her ahead, and gradually lessening the water assured the crew of the corvette which had been the native country of
“I have only tolerated the beast bedistance intervening between the man- that they had not expended their am- her mother, whom she had lost in early
cause it is yours, sir.”
childhood.
of-war and the stranger.
munition in vain.
“Mine?” said DeMusset; “I thought
As the corvette rapidly neared the
It was 4 bells, or 10 o’clock at night,
Before another castigationcould be
it was yours, which was all that preventbefore the corvette was close enough to j administered,however, the pirates had brig, the planter’s daughter could
ed me Srom killing him.”
scan the vessel It was a brig, lying got their craft in splendid trim, and scarcely control her impatience in her
Tho two men roared with laughter,
eagerness
to
learn
something
regarding
like a log in the water, bowing and dip- with every stitch of canvas set taut as a
and
DeMusset made a friend.
ping her bluff bows into the long, easy board, with sheets hauled flat aft, were her father, whom she knew had been
Late
tha «*• day a yellow dog crossed
swell of the tropics. The large square dancing up to windward with the speed grieTbusly wounded. The forms of
the frontier of the Rhine at Strafbourg
men could be seen moving about the
stern and low, flat counter pronounced of a shark in pursuit of prey.
with the air of an animal that scored
her at once a sugar drogher.
At that moment the first cutter re- brig’s deck, while Jack, in obedience to
upon the tables of its memory a decidfcShe has the look of a Frenchman, turned, the officer in charge hurriedly a sign from his commander, jumped inedly unpleasant recollection, and beadMr. Hayes,” remarked the commander, making his way to the quarter-deck, to the gig to ascertain for the fair passed for Constantinople with undiminenger
the
exact
condition
of
her
as he scanned her closely through his where he was met by Capt. Jenkins.
ished celerity.
“The brig has been boarded by pi- fathers wounds, received in her defense.
night-glass.“I see a flatter of feminine
He was met at the gangway by the
apparel, too. She must have passengers. rates, taking tne half-sleepy watch enDying Words.
Better hail her, sir; she may have some- tirely by surprise. Tbe Captain and surgeon, who, with a sorrowful shake of
It
is
probably
natural that at the last
his
head,
confirmed
the
Lieutenant’s
thing to communicate.”
mate offered a slight resistance,bnt
“Brig ahoy!” demanded Mr. Hayes were immediately overcome and mur- worst suspicions. The old gentleman the scenes which have made the strongthrough his trumpet
dered. There is an English gentleman had never rallied from the terrible est impressions in life should be re“Bar!”
on board with bis daughter. He is a blow he had sustained on tbe head, bnt called by memory. The old mountainplanter, I believe. He it was who, had graduallysunk lower and lower un- eer, when he comes to die, with his last
“What brig is that ?”
whisper says his snowslioesare lost;
“Ze Marie Antoinette,dn Havana, to bonnd and half choked, said there were til he had finallybreathed kis last.
Gently as possible the terrible truth with the stage-driver he is “on a downBordeaux,”came hoarsely back.
pirates on board, and received a ter“This is the United States corvette rible blow on the head for his temerity. was broken to the orphan, who sobbed grade and cannot reach the brake;” tbe
Port Fire on a cruise. Have you seen The pirate Captain has made good his and mooned in the arms of the Cap- miner cannot get to the air- pipe; the
any suspicious vessels since you left escape to the schooner,taking with him tain, who with all the tenderness of a sailor says “eight bells have sounded,”
the young daughter of the unfortunate woman offered such consolation as he and the gambler plays nis last trump.
port?”
A little girl died here a few years ago,
After a moment’s hesitation, a voice gentleman. There are several on board could.
replied
who require tbe services of a surgeon.”
With the loss of her father she had and, as her mother held her wrist and
The surgeon, with a full supply of no relative in the world, no blood rela- noted the faint and fliokeringpulse, a
“I am the only person on board who
can speak English. We have seen no medical comforts; was soon dispatched tion upon whom she could call for smile came to the wafllface and the child
vessels of any kind, with the exception for the brig, while the coivette, with assistance or advice. Possessed of whispered : “ There is, no more desert
of one this afternoon, and that was every stitch of canvas set that would wealth, with a large and valuable plan- here, mamma, but allMl world is fall
away under the land; could not make draw, was soon in full pursuit of the tation, the poor girl know not what to of flowers.” A moment later the smile
her out, but thought it was a schooner.” piratical craft, which was scarcelybe- do, or where to go. In an agony of became transfixed. In an Eastern city,
grief and despair she begged of Capt. not long ago, a Sister of Charity was
By directian of the Captain, Jack in- yond range of tbe bow-ebasers.
The breeze continued to freshen, and Jenkins to assist her with his ripened dying, and at last from a stupor she
formed the speaker that the Port Fire
would remain in her vicinity until she it was soon proved conolnsively that the wisdom, which he promised to do, and opened her eyes and said: “It is
gained an offing, as the locality was schooner was no match for the well- the course of the corvette was directed strange; every kind word that I have
spoken in life ; every tear that- 1 have
to be laid for the island of Jamaica.
anything bat safe for a vessel of her trimmed man-of-wai.
;

THE COLD.

IN

sun,” says he.

:

to tell either the fate of crew or vessel. the brig.
In the meanwhile the
In the height ot the excitement,when

OUT

on

.

nate father to his son, I will cut you
off without a cent, and yon wsn’t have
so much as a piece of pork to boil in
the pot.” 44 Well,” replied the young
man, “Grace before meat," and he immediately went in search of a minister.

I said to my little girl one day,
“What a large forehead you have got!
It is just like your father’s. You could
drive a pony carriage round it.” To
which her brother, 5 years old, said,
“Yes, mamma; baton papa’s you can
see the marks of the wheels.”
I’ahh the batter gently, Mabel;
Shove it lightlythroughthe air;
In the corner of the dlah, love.
You will find a nut-brownhair.
What fond memYita it awakens.
Of the days when we were wed,
When upon my good coat collar
Oft was laid your little head
Lovingly I stroked tho«e tresses
In the happy days gone by:
Now I strike them every meal-time
In the butter or the pie.
1

In Erery Utilise.

Every house has its secrets ; in other
words, “there s a skeleton in every
closet.” From the highest to the
lowest in the land, none escape The
lovely lady, bedecked in all that
goes tb make up beauty of form,
leans jauntily on the arm of her
young hnsband, as she enters the social
hall or ball-room,and to

all appearances
neither have a care on their minds; but
at home, where all is gorgeous, there
larks a skeleton that if not at the present will surely in the future show out.
So in riper years husband and wife may
seem entirely happy; to live as levers
live, without a jar; thus to the outside
world, bnt who knows in what, part of
the home the skeleton lies hid? Secret
trouble of some kind is the common lot

of

all _

__

_

The Comforter.

One of the most disagreeableof perthe man who always tries to
me, and they bring to my senses ah inmake the best of it.” At times it does
cense ineffable.”— Virginia (Nev.) one good to feel the undoubted weight
Enterprise.
of sorrow, without being meddled with.
Mr. Grey had just lost a dear son, and
Col. Robert G. Inoersoll, from his the comforter (?) appeared and comshed, has

become

a living flower

-

around

sons is

profession and lectures, earns from $60,- forted. “ My poor friend, there i4 al000 to $70,000 a year, and spends most ways a bright , side. Just think how
of it.

-

’ ¥ much your darling would have suffered
It is ascertained that in the five cot- from this damp, freezing winter, while
ton States there are about 17,000,000 now he will never more suffer from cold
weather.”
acres of vacant public land.
-

WAR RECOLLECTIONS.
Grant’* EHtimate

^

rank that the Senate had given him, |HE DEAF HEAR THROUQH THE TEETH

of hherman, Sheridan

Meade ami Llnooln.
[From John Unwell Young’* "Around the World

and see that it did not count against '
him. Meade wae certainlyamong the
heroes of the war and hia name de

Perfectly,

nil

.

serves all honor. I bad a great fond- 1 yo*A y/rmw, sept. 2» : tiieAVm ror*tArf*//m»^<ftx>.
neas for him. No General was ever
WILL CURE
u8hermaD,M saiil the General, “is more earnest. As a commander in the1 A«wi— « p—
ClBciaiuiltOhio.
ScrofuU, ScrofuloaiHtunor,Cancer,Cancerous Hnmor,
not ouW a great soldier, but a great field ho had only one fault-- his temn.„,k,rP,, W|T„ nnd
Canker, Halt Rheum, Pimplee or Hnmor
man. He is one of the very great men per. A battle always put mm in a fury. DR. MAROinSI’SITTK.KINBCATHOUCOH will Eryiipelaa,
In the Face, Concha and Cold*, Ulcer*, Bronchipositivelycure Fem"le Weakne*-nm h Falling of lb*
in our country's history. He is a many- He raged from the beginning to the
Ua, NeuraUia. D/spepai*,
Hlit-ainilitm,Pain*
Womb, Wtiilaa.UbronloInflammationor Ulcer tion of
in the Hidi, Constipation.Cotlivenaaa,
sided man. He is an orator with few end. His own staff officers would the Womb, Incidental H^tiorrhaweor Flooding, Painful,
SuppmseU and Irregular Mnnatniulion,Ac. An old and
Pile*, Dlztineaa,Headache, Nervoussuperiors. As a writer he is among the dread to bring him a report of any- rella< lo remedy.Send oa'al caitl or a pamphlet,with
neat, Pn in* in the Back, Faintneaa
un-ut, rare- and reitliicA re from phr»hiar.a
and
first. As a General I know of no man thing wrong. Meade's anger would treat
patient*, to HOWAUTH A IIALl.AKD,Uit
nic*. N.Y.
at the Stomach, Kidney ComBold
by
all
Druggist*—
il
£0
per
bottla.
I would put above him. Above all he overflow on the heads of his nearest
plaint*. Female Waakneea
has a fine character— so frank, so sin- and best friends. Under this harsh exand General Debility.
cere, so outspoken, so genuine. There terior Meade had a gentle, chivalrous
This preparationIs sclentiAcaUyand chemicallycom“I Am All Played Out”
is not a false line in Sherman’s char- heart, and was an accomplished soldier
bined, and so atronglyconcentrated from roots, herb*
is a common complaint' If you feel so,
acter-nothing to regret. As a soldier and gentleman. He served with me to
and barks that its good effect* are reiiUet! Immediately
get a package of Kidney-Wort and take
after commencingto take it There I* no disease of the
I know his value. I know what he was the end of the war, and to my entire
it and you will at once feel its tonic human system for which the Vkuktinc cannot be used
before Vicksburg. You see we had two satisfaction.”
power. It renews the healthy action of with I’kufkct BAFETT, as It does not contain any metal,
lines to maintain. On one side was
I recall many conversationswith Gen the Kidneys, Bowels and Liver, and lie compound. For eradlcaUng the system of all imPemberton, his army and his works. Grant about those who took a high thus restores the natural life and purities of the blood it has no equal. It has never failed
That I was watching. On our rear place in the civil administrationof the strength to the weary body. Get a box to effect a euro, giving tone and strengthto the system
debilitated by disease. It* wonderful effects upon the
was Joe Johnston, who might come at war, and especially about Lincoln. Of and use it at once.
oomplainta named are surprisingto all. Many bare
any time and try and raise the siege. Lincoln the General always speaks with
been cured by the Veoktixe that have tried miny other
. Father Is Getting Well.
I set Sherman to keep that line and reverence and esteem. “ I never saw
rented iea. It con well be called
My daughters say “How much better
watch him. I never had a moment’s the President,” said the General, “ uncare while Sherman was there. I don’t til he gave me my commissionas Lieu- father is since he used Hop Bit ers.
with Grant' J

I

him great power with his
There

in no

man

array.

living for whose char-

have a higher respect than for
thatol Sherman.
acter I

“As for Sheridan," said Gen. Grant,
“I have only known him in the war.
He joined my old regiment— the Fourth
infantry— after I left it, and so I did not
meet him. He is a younger man than
Sherman or myself. He graduated ten
years after me at West Point. Consequently he was not in the Mexican war.
The first time I remember seeing Sheridan was when he was a Captain and
Acting Quartermaster and Commissary
at Halleck’s headquarters in the march
to Corinth. Ho was then appointed to
the Colonelcy of a Michigan regiment.
We afterward met at a railway station,
when he was moving his regiment to

Gordon Granger. I knew I had
regiment to join Granger, but
had not indicatedthat of Sheridan, and
join

sent a

really did not wish it to leave. I spoke
to Sheridan, and he said he would rather go than stay, or

some such answer,
which was brusque and rough, and annoyed me. I don’t think Sheridan
could have said anything to have made
a worse impression on me. But I

_

__

spent the last days of his life with me. j
I often recall those days. Ho came
down to City Point in the last month
of the war, and was with me all the
time. He lived on a dispatch boat on
the river, Irit was always around headquarters. He was a tine horseman, and
rode my horse, Cincinnati. We visited
the differentcamps, and I did all I
could to interest him. He was very
anxious about the war closing; was
afraid we could not stand a new campaign, and wanted to be around when
the crash came. I have no doubt that
Lincoln will be the conspicuous figure
of the wai — one of the great figures of
history. He was a great man— a very
great man. The more I saw of him the

more

this

impressed me.

He was

contestibly the greatest man

I

in-

and came out of the war with a record
that entitled him to his rank. As a

commander of the troops,
man capable of doing all that is
possible with any number of men, there
is no man living greater than Sheridan.
He belongs to the very first rank of soldiers, not only cf our country, but of
the world. I rank Sheridan with Napoleon and Frederick and the great
commanders in history. No man ever
soldier, as a

as

a

army. His statementsand

citations

On 30

bound to remembqr the manner

in

which Sheridan had agreed to my wish
that Meade should take from him a
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showed a degree of confidenceand good faith
which tempted buyers to give the boots a trial
And a trial so fully demonstrated the great
worth and economy of the boots thst they are
gradually displacing all the cheaper goods.
Holid merit always wins.
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____________
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The Northern Pnclfle R. R. and Oregon
Hallway and Navigation Co. are now building 600 miles of railway, traversing this
region in all direction*. The settler Is tlius
assureii easy and cheap transportation to
tlde.waler on the Columbia river, and a
rapid Incrcnae In the value of these lands,
which are now open to piin-lmse and pre-
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GRAIN AT PORTLAND COMMANDS A
PRICE EQUAL TO THAT OBTAINED IN
Anericai Dictionary. CHICAGO.
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an avernsr distance of 260 Ut 200 mil
Ilea
from INtrilnnd. where sleninslnits and ei

ddrern W. W. B09TW1CK A CO.,
_____ ITS Elm SL, Cincinnati, O.

THE CHEAPEST BOOK IN THE WORLD!

the rhemnstio againstexposure.

NEWSPAPER UNION,

177, 170 A 181 Fifth Are., Chicago, 111.

nnd Circulars
WIGHT A CO.. Banken, 86 Wall St, N Y.

trts

POTTER
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900.

tending their use, others are uAterly ineffectual;
the best, the safest dheck is the Bitters. This New I.aA-. Thousands of Soldier* and heir* entitled.
very obstinatemalady, the more effectually to Peniion*date back to dischargeor death. Tim* limit'd.
overcome it, should be grappled with at the Address, with stamp,
outset Every one knows what terrible,what
E.
ceaseless pain it can inflict Why, then, should
P. 0. Drawer
Washington,
D. C.
this aft-ociouB,often-fatal complaint be allowed
to gain headway through indifference to its earliest sym
symptoms,when a safe, long-tested and

.

moted with the greatest pleasure. But
was only one place, and Sheridan
was the man who had earned the place.
I never could have felt comfortable if I
had promoted any one over Sheridan,
and, when the fact that Meade ranked
him was advanced as a reason, I was

all

Uncle Josh’s Trunk Full of Fun. AU
the test Stories, Jokes, etc. 64 page*,
_
__ 3iw Comic Engraving*,16c. Catalogue
J. L. PATTEN A CO., 47 BarclaySt., N. Y.

Klfctric Amdinncetupon trial for 8U diya to those
illlicted wilu A ertout JJibility and diira*rt rf u ii«r•onol nature. Also of IBS Liver, Kidneys,Rheumatum,
Paralyala,Ac. J ture car* yuaranteedor no pay.
Addresa Voltaic Belt C'o., Mm-aball, Mich.

Some of the prescribed remedies for the diseaso
are decidedly objectionable from the danger at-

makes a mistake in
his inferences if he supposes that I
could in any way reflect on bis father.
It was not my fault, nor Gen. Meade’s,
that Sheridan was confirmed before
Fob one cent purchase a postal card and send
him as Major General. I did all I
could to have Meade appointed so as to
antedate Sherdan. At the same time,
_______ ier your
when the permission of Sheridan was liver w out of order, and, if out of order or in
any way diseased, what is the best thing in the
asked, he gave it in a handsome man- world to take for it
ner. When the nomination for LieuVegetine.— When the blood becomes lifeless
tenant General became necessary, I
and stagnant,either from change of weather
would have liked to appoint Meade. If
orof climate, want of exercise, irregulardiet,
there had been enough to go around, or from any other cause, the Veoetixbwill rethere were others I would have pro- new the blood, carry off the putrid humors,
there

Sold by

CHICAGO NEVVMl'APbKUNION,
A 1H1 MAh Avenue, Chicago, HI

177, 170

York, can lenm the exact cost of any proposed
of ADVERTISING
ADVEI
In AmericanNewspaper*.
ryioo
lOO-pugi-I'umphlrl, lOc. ifg

line

There Is Always Room at the Top.
Daniel Webster once said to a young strugenemy. He was always the best-informed man in his command as to the gling lawyer : “ Young man, seek for eminence
enemy. Then he had that magnetic in your calling— there’salways room at the top."
This remark has passed into a popularproverb,
quality of swaying men which I wish I
had— a rare quality in a General. I and has received another illustration in the
wonderful successof the “ 95 Per Cent Sterling
don’t think any one can give Sheridan
too high praise. When I made him Rubber Boot” When the Candeo Go. first put
Lieutenant General there was some these goods ou the market there was a general
criticism. Why not Thomas or Meade ? prediction of failure, on accountof the.relative
I have the utmost respect for those high price necessarily asked for a boot of such
Generals; no one has more; but when quality. But the niter worthlessnessof all
the task of selection came I could not other rubber boots had filled the community
put any man ahead of Sheridan. He with indignation, and the fact that the company
ranked Thomas. He had waived his had themselves faith enough in the goods to

are correct, but he

XXVXES!

Of All color* and quaHtita at lowtat prices,with
satisfaction
guaranteed.We are the Hole Agent* for
the Northwestof tho Queen City Printing Ink Co.

A t

had such a faculty of finding #ut things
as Sheridan— of knowing all about the

rank to Meade, and I did not think his
magnanimityin waiving rank to Meade
should operate against him when the
time came for awarding the higher honors of the war. It was no desire on my
part to withhold honor from Thomas
or Meade, but to do justice to a man
whom I regarded then, as I regard him
now, not only as one of the great soldiers of America, but as one of the
greatest soldiersof the world, worthy
to stand in the very highest rank,
“I have read,” said the General,
“what George Meade has written about
his father, and his promotion in the

1

A)fV'/«.Mad!*on,Ind.,on the Ohln.the
greatMtscboolon the continent.A.UOODIN, A.B.,Preet.

OPIUM

watched his career, and saw how much
Nutriment in Beaus.
there was in him. So when I came
One pound of beans will support life
East and took command, I looked around
in action as long as four pounds of rice.
for a cavalry commander. I was standTwo pounds of beans will help do more
ing in front of the White House talking
muscular work than three pounds of
to Mr. Lincoln and Gen. Halleck. I
wheat, and more brain-work than three
said I wanted the best man I could find
and one-half pounds. The reason why
for the cavalry. ‘ Then,’ said Haljeck,
beans require stronger power of diges‘why not take Phil Sheridan? ’ ‘ Well,’ tion than wheat is that they contain
I said, ‘I was just going to say Phil
casein instead of gluten.
Sheridan.’ So Sheridan was «ent for,
and he came, very much disgusted. Ho
Solentlata May Differ
was just about to have a corps, and he About the pathologyof rheumatism, ita origin
did not know why we wanted him East, and whether it bo hereditary, hut irrefragible
whether it was to disciplinehim,’’ said teatimeuy provea that, when a tendency to it
develops itself, Hostetter’sStomach Bill _
the General, laughing, “or not. But is a reliablemeans of subduing that tendency.

he came and took the command,

.
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matiim, HValw*.*,and all diseases of the blood, I have
never found Ita equal. 1 have cold VegetJnefor 7 year*
and have never had one bottle returned. I would heartily recommendit to thoee in need of a blood purifier.
Da. W. ROSS, Druggist,
Sept, 18,
WUton, Iowa.
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have been practising medicine for 33 yeare, and as a
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into aflairs. Under all this he had a
firm will and a clear policy. People ®OC» week Inroarown town. Term* *nd 16 Outfit
900 free. Addreee H. Halle tt A Co.. PortUnd, Me.
used to say that Seward swayed him, or
Morphine Habit Cared In !•
Chase, or Stanton. This was a misto 20 dn.T*. No pay till Cared.
take. He might appear to go Seward’s
Dn. J. STKi'UKNh, Lebanon. Ohla
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course, and they with him. It was that
11/ A
M>b Mil tho'-CyrlopoditomiiiM
Worth
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tin. INTERNATIONALPLU. CO.,
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W. K.Htitt—Dear Sir: Th* White Russian
Wheat I nurchaaed of you yielded 83 bu per
sore. I think If the season had been favorable there would have been over 40 bu: the
ground waa too dry and It could not fool out
well. I have sold pirt of my crop, and will
sow the balancenext spring. It beat* all the
spring wheats ever raised in thla county beJA8. BUMPHF.RT8.
I also have for sale the Whit* Eldorado
Wheat, Seed Corn, Oats, etc. lor circular,
with prides and a* tuple*. Inclose stamp and address
W. K. BTlTf , 10Q Market Bt, Chicago,m.

W. ROSS WRITES.

Dr.

iVll

CURES

Thirty-three Bushels Per Acre.
Paul, Kt CharlesCoa Mo Oct II, ’Ti.

8x.

Tho Chicago l.nlirrr,
A

Rochester,N.Y. Utica Herald.

cTl

spring66 lha of White Russian Wheat,
which I towed on leas than on* acre of Und,
just threshed88 bushala of very
nice wheat, being even superior to the seed
own. I am bUthly pleasedwith the wheat,
and ahall sow all I raised. W. M. AMH.
last

and I have

nie Great Blood Purifier
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tenant General. Afterward I saw him He is getting well after his long suffering
often, either in Washington or at head- from a disease declaredincurable, and we
quaTtera. Lincoln, l" maJTaUnosf say, arc flo glad that lie used your Uttcw.”- A

.

Yielded Twice as Much ee Other Wheel
GRANl/VAUJtT,Pa. Nov. 16, 1879.
.LDY.An?,a:™IIwn.’?r3,
with
the Kuaalan Wheat I bought last ipring, as
, It jtolded abant twice aa much par arm aa
f any other •pring wheat In thi* vicinity. The
straw la venr strong,standing up several
, day* after ripe,
ripe, whl
while other *orta crinkle
down before fairly
. tit
tip". Your* truly.
A. M. 8TUFFLKBKAM.
OH Bushels ft-om 60 Pounds of Need.

;

think Sherman ever went to bed with
his clothes ofl during that campaign, or
allowed a night to pass without visiting
his pickets in person. His industry
was prodigious. He worked all the
time, and with an enthusiasm, a patience, and a good hnmor tbat gave

EMED WHEAT!
— --------

Tbs sxpsrlenoe
of hundred* of reliable
r—
L
farmer*
...
. the
.. past aeason
.....
....
re during
th
nrlng
more than
-sustains «v*nr claim heretoforemade in favor of the White Russian Spring Wheat,and
wherever It baa been tried Tt baa taken th*
plaoe of all other varieties. The following
are a few extract* from lettersracelred from
farmer*who purchasedthe wheat laA spring :

Ordinary Conversation, Lectures,Con-

hoeorahlo detllny.
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makers are
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QtjtH. get the “ORIGINAL” and the “fi|LNt7INE"
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CO., Battlo Creek, Mich.
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TH&READY FAKILY SOAP KiAKER:

Itmuers’ Column.
A Valuable Experiment-FeedingSwine
on Clover.

LEWIS’

•

I took the liberty last

Vu

few questions of

March of

asking a

Pott and Tribune in

LYE

relation to feeding hogs on clover, and the

handling of manure. ‘These questions
were promptly and in the main satisfacto-

my

answered by

rily

FALL AND WINTER OPENING.
FALO ROBES

(Patented.)
City and Mr. Cassimir of Genesee county,

who

I stated in

The ntronsest end purest Lye made. Will
make L) |>ounafl of tho best Perfumed Hard Soap
In 30 minutes without boilinff.
Tho l>oftwater-softener made.
Tho lK.8tdisinfectant.
The follow
ro Home of the adTnntit«efl
obtained by
Lowin' 96 Per Cent Powdered
Lye:

acres to clover, which I proposed this season to pasture with
is past, allow

me

found when the

hogs. As

the season

to state the results. I

warm

seeded. This was a sore disappointment,
as I had the hogs to feed and was anxious

first I

was tempted

and sow

it to oats

plow up the

to

and seed to

it

wheat

this fall.

sowed 100 pounds of

I

plaster to the acre

in April, followed friend Cassini ier’s advice, turned in the hogs,

when

the clover

was six inches high. What clover there
was grew splendidly and afforded an immense quantity of food and my hogs did

well. My hogs were sows with spring
I never had pigs do better. They
got nothing but clover and what swill
there was from the kitchen of a small
pigs.

family. The sows kept

(to

am

which

We

WAWTTACTUBKD OXLT

want

field until

^

Occasionally a Devon herd of cattle appears at the Michigan fairs, but this is a

much more rare occurrencethan it was a
few years ago. In our earlier history the
Devons were quite prominent,but more

H
IRE AID

system

the Ayrshire and the Holstein. This disis

working great injury and should be abolished. All breeds should be treated alike,
useful and

their place.

But the Devons are a noble race of
of the oldest aud best estab

c.iltle,one

lished of the English breeds. They are

in

19-ly

IEIJCDRREEA

or

THE

(

i

’

the bone, do not

(

cost of production are all considered, their
advocates claim for them superiority over
all other breeds in the production of beef,

and

that they will live

and do well where

the Shorthorn and Herefordwould starve.

No

breed of cattle iu the world presents a

more attractiveappearancethan

a herd of

well-kept Devons, with their rich red
color, neat, wavy horns, expressiveeyes,

not

mean

to attack our Shorthorn and Hereford
friends who are after beef, nor our Ayrshire and Jersey readers who want dairy
nroducts, but we do make the point that
for the general farmer the symmetrical
development and harmonious proportion

cattle

importance.”

prominent iu our

to see these red

state,

and one step

to bring this about would be to abolish the

unwise discriminations that are made in
the premiums for Devons at the state fair.

Equal

rights to all breeds is the true motto.

Some years ago we recollect that Mr.
C. B. Bierce, of Walker township, Just
north of Grand Rapids city, bought one or

from the White
herd of Lapeer county. At the Grand
Rapids fair Mr. Pierce took first Premium,
$20, for a Devon herd of cattle, a herd
which he has bred himself. He has been
much discouragedby the discriminations

two Devon head of

cattle

of the societies against these cattle, and
has always contended that they were en-

same premiums that other
breeds were. He says that lie is not
breeding an inferior lot of cattle, but a

titled to the

VISSER.

No. 35 Ionia
GRAND

St.

RAPIDS.

38-3mo.

Store

1(1

617 St Charles Street, 8U Louis,

CHOICE LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

Ho.

•

on the fare, pliv-icaldecay, aversion to society of females,
confuiiouof fdeai, loss of •exual power, etc., rendering
marriatre Improptr or unhappy, ore permanently
cured. Consultation ot office, or by moil free, and invited,
When it i* inconvenient to vi»it the city for treatment,
medicines eon be sent by moil or eiprroa everywhere.
Curable coiet guaranteed, when doubt exi«t*it i* frankly stated

Pinjhlo: for Mo:. 1 L'a=p; for W;x:n, 1 lump
2 Sunpj. Ci Tag *.

;

fj;

GUIDE.

from

MORAN.

Propr’.

FIRM!

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

Llcjronr. cloth nnd »i!t binding. Sealed for 60c.
npatage or currency.Over fifty wonderfulpen pictures,
true to life ; a. tides on the following subjects: Who may
marry, who not,
Manhood, Womanhood, Physical
drrrf. Who should marry: Ilow life and heppIm-Mmay
be tncrcpwd. The Physiology of 1ft production, ami manr
more. Those marriedor coutrtnpiU'-.g marriageshould
read it, then kept under lock and key. Popularedition,
same a* ahuve. Imt paper rover,.«»
ets by mail,

Laundry and

in

,

C. L.

We respectfully invite the attention of our citizem* to the stock of good* which we have opened
one door eaat of E. Van der Veen’s hardwarestore,
and the prices for which we offwr them.

I

I

yourself.

Boot & Kramer.

MARRIAGE pS.
pffik

for

New Stock! New Store!

Spermatorrhea,Sexual Debility nnd Impotency. a« the result of Seif-Abusein youth, sexual excessesit. ntaturcryea *, or other causes,and which produce
some ot the following effect# : nervousness, seminal emistioni,.tct.ility,d.niiK'i of sight, defectiveniemoiy.nimplc*

Doran,

37-dmo.

NEW

lateitscientific principles. Safelv.Privately.

!

_

and pee

Cali

A rcgttler graduate of two Medical Colleges,has been longer
engagedin the specialtreatment of all V enereal, Sexual
and Chronic Diseases thsn any other Physician in 8tLouis, at city papers show, and all old residentsknow.
Syphilis.OonorrhcBa, Gleet. Stricture.Orchitis,
Hernia, or Rupture, all Urinary Disease* acz
Syphilitic or MercurialAffections of the Throav.
Skin cr Bones, are treatedwith unparalleled iucce»«,on

)

Toilet,

why

CO-MF’G.CHEMISTS.
8T. LOUIS. MO.

Li

(j

In your own locality.No risk.
Women do as well ns men. Many
make more than the amount stated

il

pege.

STORE,

s11! I*

D

Respectfully invite the public to

them

a nail, at

come and

ma’V*

i

sii^sfs^TiM^ s’i'ii'it

a^aTn

h

I

toto"

aVasMuill1

give

VENNEMA’b BRICK

PRMTION

STORE,

fail to

No. 82 Eighth

Soaps,

etc., etc.

Our 10 cent Tea is called A No. 1 for the price by

expert

judges. Fine

Candies, Tobaccosand
Flower Pots, Hanging

Cigars, Toys, Notions,
Baskets in great variety.

M.

Huizenga & Co.

Farms

•

—

FREE ALL

CHE

FC(R

CASH.

Address,

•'R. T

for Sale.

to Show

No

Maine.

i«

—

A tarxe, new and complete Quids to
Wedlock, coBtainiaf,with many other*,
the following chapter*i A competent
Womanhood,Selectionof Wife, Lndeneee
of Virciaity,Temperaments,
compatible
sod incompatible,Sterilityla Women,
c.'vuse and treatment, Adrieeto Bride-,
groom,Adrieeto llu.bands,Advice to
Wives, Prostitution, its causer,Celibacy and Matrimony eompired. Conjugal duties.Conception, Confinement, Lev* tad
i

house.
fill acres of land in Section 21. of the township
of Holland Also 60 acres, mostly cleared, clav,
A full assortmentof Crockery.
gravel and sandy land, adjoiningDirk Paulas’, in
pTTAU kinds of Farm Produce taken in ex- the township of Holland.
The above lands can be bought at reasonable
change.
M. HUIZENGA,
terms. Inquire of
Holland, Nov. 1, 1879.
G. C. PLEY.
M. D. HOWARD.
88-3mo.
Holland. Rcpt. IB.
88-tf.

Courtship.Impediments to Marriage in male and female. Science
of Reproduction,Stogie l.ife considered,Law of Marriage,
Law of Divorce,Leeal rightsof married women, etc., including Dismscs peculiarto
theircauses tad treatBest. A book for private and consideratereading.ot 320 p«|et,
w ah full 1 Ute Engravings,by mail, waled, for 60 cents.

Women,

Emissions, Nervnuiaesi. Aversion to Society,Coofueioo of
Idrst, EhtsicalDecay, Dimness of Sight, DefectiveMemory,
Loss of tie anal rosrer,etc.,making marriage improper or
onbappy, givingtreatment,and a great many valuablereceipts
for the cure of all print# disease* ; 224
60 piaiee,

GROCERIES SOLD VERY CHEAP.

READ! READ! READ!

*

1879.

The arrivalof the Fall and Winter Stock of
Goods at

Consists of n completeassortmentof

MANLY

_

pure Blood, Loss of Energy. Partial Impotence,Distressing Night
.Emission*,and many vital evils
resultingfrom Early Error and
excesses,which, if neglected,end In premature decline, treated with unparalleled
success on entirely new
principles, effecting cures in ai many dayi as required
weeks under old nausealingand dangerousremedies.
"Treatise on Debility" and list of questionssent in
plain sealed envelopeon receipt of two 3c. stamps. A'o
Fee Rtquirtd until satisfactoryresults are obtained. Address 1>IL CLEttfi,Ml Laraed Htreet Kast,Detroit,lltk.

•V

*

riSr-HMU Adslrr."Leetnr*ea Xtishnod and WensanheeA. 10

FOR ONE

DOLLAR

nircjyl>ouii^^u^<^ume^^itaini',fflUO pages and over
100 tuustrations,
end embracingeverything on the genera*
live system that ie worth knowing.The combinedvolume it
positivelythe most popular MedicalBook published.
The Author ie an experiencedphysician
many
year* practice, (as ie will known., nnd the rlvlra given,
and ruin for treatmentlaid down, will be found ot great
value to those siitteriiigfrom impurltieeofthc *y item, early
error*,lost vigor,or any of the numeroue troublracoming
under the heed of "Mrlvato- or "Chronlo" disetees.rostag* stampt taken in payment tor Aiiyof thesebook*.

of

DR. BUTTS: D(8Pgtl3ARY_?',^.e.

Fall

IGOR

Also, A

Frey Brothers,
raoruiETons

or

AT

I

E N

IS

T R

EAT ED

I*

A

Splendid Assortment of Dress-Goods
tor Fall and Winter.

A

large assortment of Woolen Blankets, Horse
Blankets.Gloves. Hosiery, nnd cords of
Bleachedaud UnbleachedCottons.

i:ed

^
S-If

Apply

to

II.

D. PORT,
Ilollnua, Mich.

Bock Casly, 014 Bye Whiik?

large

variety of

HOOPSKIRTS, and

CORSET
A FULL LINE OF

and other Tonics.

known to our bffst physicians. Is
highly commendedhy them, and tho analysisof

The romtULA

BOTTLING WORKS,

a Splendid

for 25 cents. .

FANCY BA8KE18.

is

one of onr most prominent chemists.Prof. G. A.
Maiunkr. of Chicago, Is on the label of every bottle. It Is a well known fact to the medicalprofession that TOLU, ROCK and
will afford the
greatestrelief for Coughi,Coldi, lafJuCttU, BrcuchUli,
Bore Throat, Weak Lun e, also Coaiumttloa,In the incipient and advanced aTAQBB of that disease.

BOOTS

AND SHOES,
RUBBER GOODS,
SLIPPERS, ETC.

RYE

Grand Rapids,

F

Farming Lands for Sale

A

Tolu, Cryital-

AND

ttnd

Trua*.

Women,

and Children.

*

1

—

FULL LINE OF SHIRTS.

All Kinds of Underwear for Men,

NEW COMPOUND.
C0LDBR00K BREWERY A
Rcikstificalltprepared of Baiun

personalruneultationpreferred,which ie FKKE and invited
DK. BUTTS Invite*all pervootauferingfrom RUP-k
f TURK to tend him theirname and addreea, and beiyby
1 assarrnth-m that they will learn something to their
^advantage.
It la not a
. All communications
strictlyconfidential,and should be
|d dressedto DH. UUTTh , l/.North Dili St.. SL Uuis.Mu.

/

and Winter Shawls

1

acquired a nationalreputation for akill tu Uie treatment ot
ehronle disraseeend complicated
case*, byphlllt,Uoaerrhaa, «l»et MrieMre,OrehltU, all triaary TrsinWes,Syphltill* or errarial afliriionsof the throet. skin ot bone*,
treated with eucccae, without using Mercury,

P

& A. Steketee

F.

p**e*s

120 acres in Olive. Beat land in the town.
4(i acres In Olive. Very good land and well
blooded race of cattle— a hardy race that situated.
80 acres near Ventura P.istofflce In Holland.
40 acres on Grand Haven road In Hollandtown,
transmittedtheir blood through generaship, a large part cleared. First rate fruit l^nd.
tions without failingto show their princely

.and ancestral design.

P.

The undersigned having formed a co-partnership
for the purposeof carrying on a

valuable at the shambles as well as at the

again

1879.

New

1

-THE PRIVATE MEDfCAL ADVISER"

We would like

MORAN’S,

WHITTIER

Dr.

Good Agent* tranfedin event rountvnnd
city. Addreaa E. BOTH sfc BBO., Xeto Ojcford, J*a.
We have hundred* of letters f.^m men tsic/
%ir Machine who #«y they would not Uke (A ft,r it-

on Syphilis,Gonorrhea*, Qleet, Stricture, Varieocole, Ac., also on Spermatorrhoea. Sexual Debility, and
Impotency, from Self-abusetod Excesses,causing leaiaal

pail is of the highest

Abuse; as Loss
0.1-AfterTaking.

THE STATE.

or private use.

Or any other kind, yon can file yoururlf with our
.Veto Machine »o that it wjlT cut Better than
Brer. The teeth will all remain of e-tual size and
shape. Sent free on receipt of $*.50 ti> nuy
part nf theUnlted States. Illustrated Cireulnr*/W*e.

make an animal

of those qualities which

IN

This Restaurantis known as the finest in the
State, is brand new. and fitted up after the most
Mechanics’Block. Detroit,Mich. improved methods of ratering to the public.
fcfT’Rrgnlar Meals, 2 5 cents,
t$T Sold in Hollandandelsewheroby all whole
ms of Game ami Fish, in Benson. Shell
All kitiuH
sale and retail druggists.
Oveter* and Clam*.
8-1 v
The finestDining Parlors in the city, for public

CARPENTER SAWS

COOKS”: MILLION

We do

“

eestauhant

GRAY

No.

the old store of

$6,000 a year, or $5 to 820 a day

above. No one can

The National Live Stock JoSnal has this
of the Devons;

Eng-TRADEMARK.

—
o —
make money fast. And
one can do the work. You can make fromBOcts.
A(P
Forthe-pecdyct:reof3emirel
Weakness. Lost Manhood,
to $2 an hour by devoting your evenings andspare
l rematnre !•' hility. Nervousness, Despondency,Confusion
time to the business. It costs yon nothing to try
of Idem. Aversionto Society. Defective Memory, ami all
St.
Dtsordrra brought on by Secret Habits and LX'Cstct.Any
Give ns a trial and you will be pleased with
the business.Nothing like It for money making
druggist lias tiie ingredients,
»
goods and Prices.
ever offeredbefore.Businesspleasant and strict:<« Chestnut 8t., St, Louis, Mo.
ly honorable. Reader, if you want to know all
about the best paving business before the public,
trouble
Goods.
send us your addressand wc will send you full
particulars and private terms free; samples worth
IfiO acres, three miles north of the cltv, on the
$T> also free; von can then make r p your mind for
Will make it an object for cash ciiHtomcrs to deal
BOOT & KRAMER.
yourself. Address GEORGE STINSON & CO., with them. Their Stock is all fresh aud complete ; Grand Hagen road, with dwelling and orenard.
120 acres,of which ten are cleared, situated in
Portland,
19-1y
Call aud see for yourself.
Holland,
Mich.,
June 21, 1879.
tho township of Olive, near Cole’s mill. Good
J

and sprightly movements.

to say

v v

Sts.

great

Takmgor

sell

Holland. Nov. 1,

'

"

HARRIS REMEDY

fair

quality,quantity, and

.

THE FINEST

Pain In the Back, Dimness of Vision.Premature
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to In

MRS. M.

Prof. Harrli* Vaginal Pastillescan be obtained only

To

and when

at

slone It worth • himapplication. This pamphlet*f
<1 red times its cost to any lady in delicate health,
being a thoroughly practicaltrcatlseontide disease

for hardiness. The steers are unequalcd

milkers,

IMICHI.

ID,

ness. Spermatorrhea. Impotcncy,
and all dlseasea
that follow, as a
sequence of Belf-

. m .

More

cheap. BUTTER and EGGS wfll
be taken in exchange. Call and see for yourself,
Which we

wnh

red color, with

tho cows are usually

P. Visser,

DRY GOODS

Thiadiieate, 10 prevalent amune femaiei
understood by phyiician. Iti drain upon me ayiiemis
*o excenive and debilitating,that our American women
are rapidly becoming a “race ot invalid*." Incapableot
producinghealthy offrprine,or enjoyinglife'* plea uie*.
Prof llarri* N agmal t-ailille.a new departure in medicine.
A thoroughly common sente treatment.Applieddirectly
to the tent of the disease,and itsspecific
intlueuceexerted
at <iuee, producing on immediatesoothingand restorative
effect. The application of the remedy it attended with no
pain oruiipleaiantneti,anddoet not interferewith the or
dinary pursuitsand p casurei of life. Circulars are sent In
perfectlyplain envelopss, securely sealed trom observation,
and rentedv put up in ueat plain boxes cl three tizet,
full direction* inside.No. 1, (enoughto list a month,)
J0;No 2. enoughto last two month* |8 N o 3.i!a«ii|!{
three months, n ml tmple for cure, exceptingin chronic
cates) glO With each box we send o Female Pyrlnge
a ''d some Tonic Pills, at auxiliariesto the remedy.
;Mid^itamj»for a pamphletjciviiiftfull description

Herefords, and are famed the world over

cattle,

they don’t see them;

if

sanity or Consumption, and a PrematureGrave.
Full particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
Cor. of Eighth and River Streets,
desire to send free by mail to every one. ppr-Thc
Specific Medicineis sold by all druggists at $1 per
Still continues to sell as cheap a* ever, and our package, or six packagesfor $5. or will be sent free
American and Holland customerscan rely on just by mull on receipt of the money by addressing,
as civil slid efficient treatment as hentofore. We
THE
MEDICINE CO.,

WHITES

_OrWHITF.» _____

..... .

Market and 6th

work

mention.

to

exchange for goods.

Seminal Weak-

t,

Mrs. M.

Floor Alins
.

usually grow so large as the Shorthornsor

as

in

Ilsh remedy, nn
unfaUlngcurefor

LEUC0RRHEA,

small heads, neat, and rather long horns,

round bodies, are fine

TRADEMARK. The

or

•WOMEN
AMD
MAIDENS
OALLKD

discriminatiou is

a deep, rich

numerous

Gray’s Specific Medicine.

!

GR0CERY| FEED STORE

mm

made against the milk breeds— the Jersey,

uniformlyof

Xj A. IsT

THE

Prof Harrti,after disot j-raraol nudj akrd by chemical research and experiment,
together with experience
eainedin the treatment ofa larye number ol caic* under
hu care, naa at lai t ineeceded In cotnpoundinjt an 1NP A LBi.Mk.DY for the scourge so common among

discrimination made against this breed by

have

sary, useful and ornamental articles, too

desire our customers to ask for goods

O L

•

peared. One cause of this decline is the

and

any-

where else, aud hundreds of other neces-

H^lE/RHSTCtTOIT

E- J.

have a Stock of

recently they have almost entirely disap-

for all breeds are worthy

SUGARS, ns cheap ns

All grades of

differentstyles.

Call and look over the Store, and you will be pleased to acknowledge the completenessof our Stock.

pK&fflSTILlE

criminationis wrong and unjust aud

50 cents.

of all prices, and

and

we

FAMILY GROCER-

IES, includingthe best Japan Tea /for

ALSO, STOVE WOOD.

DiscriminationAgainst the Devon

premiums. The same

are so crowded that

ON THE

Cattle.

of

full line of choice

large

of every description; Ladies’
Misses’ HOODS, corded Velvet,
Buttons, Nubias, Umbrellas,etc.

very reasonable

I»T

Maine.
.Mli!!!!

its

Holland.

GOOD LAND, HOSIERY

August,

to cross with any other breed.— i/cn-

the state agricultural society in

SKIRTS of

and

Lime, Stucco, Lath, Shingles, Salt (by the pound or barrel) always on hand.

pHTT.APEI.PHIA.

ry Stark in Poet and Tribune.

The

Numbers of SHAWLS,

largest

most complete stock ever brought into

A
a

CLOTHING— the

G.T.Lewis&MenziesCo.

well satisfied with

the

Ready-Made

lat-

CLOAKS,

Wheat, Corn, Oats, Potatoes, Butter and Eggs taken

A MONTH guaranteed. $12 a day at
home made by the industrious.Capital
not required;we will stert you. Men,
when I plowed it and early in September
women, boys and girls make money faster
sowed it to wheat.
at work lor us thaoat anythingelse. The work is
I believe with friend Cassimer In the light and pleasant,and such as anyone can go right
at. Those who are wise who see this notice will
policy of keeping a good breed of hogs. •end us their addresses at once and see for them
selves. Costly outfit and terms free. Now is the
Poland Chinas have done the best with time. Those 'alreadyat work are laying up large
me. I want to “breed straight.”I don’t sums of money. Address TRUE & CO., Agusta,
1 pastured

The

variety of Trimmings.

prices,

figures. Call at the store aud ascertain.

me) the experimentof feeding hogs on

clover.

I offer fur sale

good condition

in

notwithstandingthe pigs run with them
till midsummer. I

I have 600 or 700 acres of

need, as In water-softcnlnft. scrubbing-,
eta. and the lid returned to tho can, and
by save tho balance of contents,
other Lyes all must be dissolved
oe and used in a short time, or tho
strength is gone.
» Fourth. Absolutepurhy. Free
from all adulterations.
Fifth. The best Soap can be made in from ten
to twenty minutes with this Lye. .
Sixth. No failureis possiblein making Soap
with this Lye when the airnple directionsgiven
are followed.
Seventh. One can of this Powdered Lve Is
equal to twenty pounds of Sal Soda or Washing
Soda.
Eifthth. One can of this Lye win saponify one
round more of grease thau any other Concentrated
Lve, Ball Potash,or Baponttler.
Ninth. This Lye is S3 per cent stronger than
any other Lye or Potash.
Tenth. One to two t^aspoonfulswill soften a
tub of the hardest water.
Eleventh. One tearpoonful will thoroughly
cleanseSinks. Drains,or Closets.
Invaluablefor killing Roaches. Mice, Rats, eta
The best article for washing Trees.

clover

it to

DRESS GOODS.

and patterns. Real novelties.

UN.
Third. A teaspoonfulor more can be

field

again, but finally concluded to pasture

through the summer and sow

bought before the rapid rise in

PRINTS and GINGHAMS, of

Stock of

in dif-

the latest styles.

A complete stock CLOAKING, and

will be closed out “dirt cheap.”

Hlln or

to test the fattening qualities of clover.

At

all

,

over two-thirds of the ground was properly

est styles

Immense stock of BOOTS and SHOES,

It ia peeked in sn Iron esn with
removable lid. easily token off
and leavingthe contentsexposed,thereby sovlnff the trouble, annoyance, and
danger (from flyimr Particles),as
with other I, yes. which, beintr
In tho cans, must bo
_____ jn with a hammer to get
the Lye out. ,
Kecond. It twin* a lino
owder. you can remove the
lid and poor out all the contents, being always ready for

came and the clover came up, that I had
not a good “ catch,” that probably not

DRESS SILKS

ferent shades and colors.
Full and winter

spring trade.

First.

>

weather of spring

large number of

bought during the cheap limes, will be A large variety of ready made
closed out at cost to make room for the
of differentprices.

HIGHLY PERFUMED/

to that I had the spring before seeded 10

at ridiculouslylow

BOYS’ OVERCOATS, which have been

POWDERED.

FINELY

my thanks.
the communicationreferred

will please accept

BUF- A

prices.

PER CENT. PURE.

98

namesake of Union

I will eltse nut our assortmentof

MICHIGAN.
Wc invito the attention of retailersto our Celebrated Lager Beer before making engagements

A

full

line nnd fresh snpply of CHOW-CHOW,
PICKLES— the choicest brands.

TEA

Our A0 cent
always on hand. .
It is nsed as a Beverage and for an Apjetlxor. making a dellghtfnl tonic lor family use. Try It. you
CFTRALT always on hand at the lowest prices.
will find B pleasantto take, of great service.If
Come and see our selections of Dutch Woolen
weak or debilitated,as it gives strength,tone acd Yarns, Table Oil-Cloihs,and Ginghamsand Caliactivity to the whole human fiamc.
coes In endless variety.
0rPut op In Quart size Bottles for Family use.
P. & A. STEKETEE.
Sold by Druggists nnd Dealers everywhere.

_

Lawrence

&

NEW GOODS.

Martin,

Blank-Books—a full assortment, rheap! Among
Solo Agents for th6 United States and Canada. them, the best assortmentof EXERCISE and
COMPOSITION Books ever shown in town.
Pf"Onr Brewery is also known as the Holland
also,
Scrapbooks— all
'
Brewery.
Wc sell five quires of Good Note Paper for 2&
Importers cf Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars

elsewhere.

kinds.

Come

and. see ns.

Grand Rapids, Dpc.

FREY BROTHERS.

1

,

J879.

43 3m.

.111 Madison
4

1

-cm.

St.,

CHICAGO.

cents!

88-tf. •

H. D. Post.

